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Mandat de travail sur famÿlioration de la
sÿcuritÿ en CCC

Mandate  Conce'lÿlÿng.  CCC  Security
Upqrades

Lots de Ia reunion de !'ÿquipe de gestion du
Commissaire (EGO) de novembre 20t0, le
Commissaire a  demande  une analyse
approfondie de la sÿcudtLÿ du personnel des
Centres  correctionnels  communautaires
(ccc).

At the Commissioner's Management Team
(CMT) meeting in November 20!0, the
Commissioner asked to conduct a thorough
analysis of staff safety at the Community
Correctional Centres (COOs),

Consider'ant les distinctions de nos modetes,
le Sous-commissaire regiona! de !'Ontario et
moi-m6me avons convenu que nos 6quipes
coIlaboreraient ace projet. En mars 2011,
j'ai done mandate les deux directeurs de
district du Quebec & se joindre a leurs
collegues de la rÿgion de l'Ontario afin
d'e×aminer le modete de dotatJan des CCC,
notamment le volet securitaire, tout en
conduisant une evaluation nationale des
effe:ts & long terrne. Afin de permettre une
approche integree de l'anaiyse .des CCC et
des Centres residentiets communautaires
(CRC), ils se sont aussi joints aux tes
membres de la Division de ta reinsertion
sociate de rAdministration centrale pour
completer ce mandat..Je tiens d'aiUeurs a los
remercier  pour  leur  collaboration  et
contribution-& ce dossier.

Given our distinct models., the Regional
Deputy Commissioner from Ontario and me
agreed that our respective teams would
work together on this project,  tn March
2011, I instructed the two Quebec District
Directors to collaborate with their colleagues
from Ontario in order to review the CCC
staffing model with particular attention to the
safety component,  while conducting  a
national  assessment  of  the  tong-teÿm
impact, in a view to ensure an integrated
approach to the CCC and Community
Residential Facilities (CRF) review process,
they  also  joined  members  of  the
Reintegration   Division   at   National
Headquarters to carry out their mandate. I
would tike to thank them all for their
collaboration and involvement on this file.
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Je vous invite & prendre connaissance du
rapport joint, produit par ce comite de travail
et & en discuter avec les directeurs de district
de   vos   regions   respectives.   Vos
commentaires seraient appr6ciÿs d'ici le 17
juin prochain. Iis feront I'objet d'un consotide
et d'une discussion lots de la presentation
des r6sultats & la r6union de r!ÿGC du 22
juin 2011.

Please read the attached report from the
working committee and discuss it with the.--
District Directors of your respective regions.
Your comments would be appreciated by
June !7, 201!. They wilt be consolidated
and discussed when  the  results  are
presented at the CMT meeting on June 22,
20! 1.

1! est important de souligner que les
recommandations prÿsentÿes decoulent de
recherches de diverses sources effectu6es
par  les  membres  du  comit6,  des
commentaires   recueillis   lots   d'une
conference t6lcÿphonique, le 9 mai demier,
avec les directeurs de district concemes par
les CCC et de discussions avec le groupe de
travail   sur  le   renouveltement  des
infrastructures.. Enfin, ces recommandations
s'inserent darts le processus de revision
nationale et aux travaux du groupe de travail
sur la rÿvision des CRC.

Please note that the recommendations
presented are based on. research into
various sources by the committee members,
the comments gathered during a telephone
conference on May 9, 20t 1 with the various
District Directors concerned by the CCCs,
and discussions with the working group on
infrastructure   renewal.   Lastly,   these
recommendations are part of the national
review  process  and  contribute  to  the
progress of the working group on the review
of Community Residential Centres,

Je vous remercie de votre collaboration Thank you for your cooperation.

Johanne Vatlÿe

CAOPC
SCAOE, Qu6bec
SCASC, Quebec
DG int. Rÿinsertion en collectivitÿ
DDMM
DDEO

cc. ACCOP
ADCIO, Quebec
ADCCS,. Quebec
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The Way Forward:
A Review of Community Correctional Centres

The following Working Group members completed this review of Community Correctional
Centres;

Jodi McDoneugh, Manager, Community Operations, National Headquarters
Erin Crawley, Project Officer, Community Operations, National Headquarters
Serge TrouUlard, Area Director, CCC and Program Integrity, Montreal Metropolitan District
Danielle Brouard, Area Director, East-West Quebec Distdct
Kim Gittespie, Director, Hamilton CCC
Terd.Austin, Area Director, Greater Ontario and Nunavut District
Jennifer Howie, Parole Officer Supervisor, Portsmouth CCC

The Working Group would like to thank al! of those who contributed and collaborated from
near and far to produce this report.
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.....  1,    Executive Summaÿ

At the November 2010 meeting of the Commissioner's Management Team (CMT), the Commissioner of the
Correctional Service of Canada (CSC) asked the Deputy Commissioners of the Quebec and Ontario
Regions to conduct a thorough analysis of staff safety at Community Correctional Centres (CCCs). In
March 201 !, the Deputy Commissioner, Quebec Region, asked the two, District Directors to review the
staffing model at CCCs, particularly with respect to safety, and conduct a national !ong4erm impact
assessment.ÿ Given the mandate's national scope and the Commissioner's initial request, representatives
from the Ontario and Quebec Regions and the Community Reintegration Branch at Nationa! Headquarters
(NHQ) worked together as a Committee to conduct this analysis of CCCs.

The recommendations presented herein are based on research conducted by Committee members,
consultations with District Directors, and the working group On infrastructure renewal.

This report, submitted to the Quebec RDC, will be presented to CMT in June 2011 and. become part of the
Community Accommodations and Community Corrections Strategy..

Historically, CCCs in Canada were created to maintain government involvement in every step of the
correctional process for offenders. Untii the early I960s, community agencies supported otfenders returning
to the community, but the creation of CCCs brought about a change, Through their status as public
agencies and because of. their more structured supervision, CCCs gradually took over the Community space
by taking in offenders without access to other resources. However, the dual role as a correctional institution
and communityÿbased residential facility (CBRF) has continually posed a challenge for CSC, particularly in
terms of the population and community resources. Key issues include the role of CCCs, their target
clientele, applicable standards (including safety-related aspects), organizational stpjcture, and the human
and financial resources required to support their effective operation.

These minimum-security institutions in the community continue to face the same challenges today,
exacerbated by the type of offender residing there.... In .fact, CCCs hoqÿe the ÿperÿen,tage of high-risk,

._ÿ_h-need offenders, This makes it a!l the more important for the Offenders to pÿiclpaÿe in correÿonat--
programs dunng their incarceration and while residing at a CCC. They should also receive training and
support dudng their leisure time and be given the opportunity to integrate and apply the skills learned in the
programs they partic!pate in. Enhanced secur!fÿy.:and !nterventiops in CCCs would increase our capacity to

.__effectively address the risks and needs of offenders, in the interest of public safety.

Owing to their unique status and the resulting conditions and requirements, the newly defined role of CCCs
can be summarized as follows:

For the purpose of maximizing CSC's contribution to public safety, CCCs provide offenders in the  [
community with a structured environment that focuses on interventions. More specifically, CCCs  i
must work wffh offenders who, based on their profile or circumstances retated to-higher levels of risk
and need, are unable to obtain other appropnate accommodations to facilitate their safeÿ
reintegration. ____q

To effectively support the role statement, Committee members identified a set of guiding principles and a
series of recommendations, including proposed staffing modeÿs.
Historical Development of CCCs

See Annex A for the complete Mandate.
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Origins of concept

In orderto address this component, there is a need to first examine the development of correctional
practices in Canada, and the role that community organizations and Community Residential Facilities
(CRFs) have played in this development. =

The first penitentiaries built in Canada in the tate !9ÿ century were part of a prison system aimed at
punishing offenders and placing them in living conditions that would deter them from re-offending. This. new
penitentiary structure did not change the directions and goals that society.had entrusted to the correctiona!
facilities and prisons that were common in the provinces across the country. The. lack of positive
correctional results from this approach (which drew considerable criticism), and the humanistic movement
underway early in the 20ÿ century, prompted the federal government to launch an inquiry.

The Royal Commission to Investigate the Penal. System of Canada, known as the Archambautt
Commission, opened the door to the first reforms that would progressively benefit the prison system to this
day. One of the key components of this initial .reform was reorienting the system, toward inmate
rehabilitation and providing financiat support to organizations dedicated to assisting inmates during and
after incarceration, The Committee's recommendations were issued in the late 1930s, yet they only began
to see the light of day some 20 years iaterl A number of provinces had a probation system, and'nationally
some early releases were granted, but it was only in 1959 that the National Parole Board (NPB) was
createdÿ

This development was a determining factor in the release of inmates for reintegration, and the community
organizations that played a major role in that regard received increased funding from the government.

Some of the services offered by these organizations included the CRFs that have played various .mtes..over
time: accommodating the homeless; housing and worki0g with-people dealing with-add]ction; housing
inmates who have completed their sentences; and increasingly, housing, monitoring and working with
inmates, at the pre-retease phase,                              .ÿ.ÿ..

tn fact, a progressive increase in the NPB's use of day parole was noted in the early t970s, as was the
subsequent expansion of CRFs across the country.

With the advent of the NPB, the penitentiaries' public administration gave increasing consideration to the
responsibilities it should have in terms of supervising and monitoring inmates in the community to ensure
the consistency of services. The first CCCs in the country were established in the t960s, including the St-
Hubert CCC in Montreal. However, these centres accommodated inmates at the end Of their sentence,
inmates on day parole, and inmates whose release had been suspended, without established selection
criteria, unlike the CRFs.

The government's .foray into a sector historically occupied by community organizations did not go
unchallenged. In 1972, Mr. Outerbfidge and his task force were commissioned by the Solicitor General Of
Canada to define the rote that CRFs should play in Canada's justice system. Three of the 18 principles
presented by this. task force spdcifically recommendedthat: the federal government play aa active role in

Background information specific te the financial and human resources of CCCs in Quebec and Ontado is.provided in Annex B.
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the expansion and development of CRFs; recognize and accept the continuation of its rote in this
development; and turn to the nonÿjovemmenta! sector first to meet residential needs.3

This report compelled the' Department to establish an interim policy on CRFs and prompted the expansion
of CBRFs across Canada; between t976 and 1981, the number of CRFs under contract grew from 69 to
125 and the number of COOs rose from 13 to i8.

tn i98t, the Solicitor General of Canada asked the Commissioner of CSC and the Chair of the NPB to
report on the relative use of CRFs and CCCs in Canada after receiving information from community
organizations that the CRFs were under-used and CCCs over4Jsed. The report prepared in t 982 indicated
that the use of CRFs and CCCs was relatively balanced, but that the NPB over-uses day parole for inmates
who could benefit from futl parole, which tends to create capacity pressures for CBRFs.

It also showed that the CCCs, required to accept alt of the federal offenders on day parole, often had an
advantage over CRFs which, because of their exclusion cdteda, did not acsept .offenders who had
committed violent crimes, suchas sex offences. However, the CRFs often offered specialized intervention
programs, thereby attracting residents thaÿwould benefit from specialized programming.

The comparison with the situation in 20111 is striking; CCCs accept the highest-dskoffendets, such as SRR
and LTSOR cases,.induding sex offenders--cases not accepted in the large majority of CRFs.

Between 1981 and 2011, capacity for accommodating offenders in the CCCs in Quebec grew from 138
places to 183, and in the CRF& it rose from t35 places to hearty 350. Nationally, CCC housing capacity
rose from 455 to 46Oplaces, and CRFcapacity soared from 561 to nearly 2,000 pIace&

Although the status of offenders admitted in the past 30 years--since the beginning of each of the CCCs-
has changed completely from day parole, to full parole with accommodations, to statutory release with
residency or long-term supervision with residency, the staffing model, has only. ohanqed

At the outset, each CCC had one manager (initially WP-04 and later WP-05), three Parole Officers (PC)
(initially WP-03 and later VVP-04), one Correctional Officer in the Quebec and Ontario CCCs (initially CX-
LUF IMng unit officei:, and later CX-02 Correÿonal Officer), and two clerical support staff, One security
officer - a Comrnissionaire - provided a presence outside regular working hours. For more than ten years
now, a Comrn-issionaire is also on duty during regular hours, and Ontario CCCs now have three
Correctional Officers.

One notable factor in the development of CCCs in Canada is without a.doubt the application of the CCRA in
1992 and later amendments (residency condition for statutory releases, long-term supervision, with
residency condition) which progressively created two populations that have become nearly exclusive to the
CRFs and CCC& The former accommodate most day parole cases, including accelerated parole reviews,
and the tatter admit statutory retease cases with residency conditions or long-term supervision orders with
residency.

As noted in t981 by the members of the working group on the comparative use of CCCs and CRFS, the
dMsion between these populations is linked to lÿhe CRFsÿ application of admission and exclusion criteria,

3
Reporter the Task Force.on Community*Based Residential CerTes, W,R, Outerbrtdge; !nformatioa Canada. Ottawa, 1873; Caÿatÿgue no.: JS

22-2,

4 SeÿAnÿe1ÿ g.for detail&.
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II, Overview of CCCs

Location and capacity

CCCs represent one option within a comprehensive range of accommodations that make UP the community
continuum of care. With only t6 CCCs across Canada, the Service's capacity to accommodate offenders in
CCCs is-limited. However, these facilities continue to represent a unique .residential opÿon for a specific
group of released offenders that facilitates andpromotes a safe and gradual' return to the community
through the provision of a structured and interventionÿentered living environment.  The table below
provides an overview of the location and capacity of eachCCC.

ATLANTJC   I Parrtown CCC
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and consequently., the refusal of many higher-risk cases. The CCCs receiving cases denied or exciuded by
the CRFs therefore require a staffing model conducive to the reintegration of these offenders, and
appropriate-ÿsecurity measures for staffÿ facilities, offenders and society.

Over the years, the CCCs have been progressively confronted with their dual status as minimum-security
inÿtitutions and community residential-based factlitteÿ, and the diversity of programs and ÿerviceÿ they offer
across the country driven by the needs and charactedstfcs of the regions and districts. Moreover, their
public sector status makes it diffficult to install or move a CCC to adapt operations or meet organizational
needs, This barrier affects the CCCs specifically, as they are not located in CSC-owned buildings.

A REVIEW OF COMMUNITY CORRECTIONAL CENTRES                                                                7



Profile of Offenders Released to the Community

The differentiation in populations is apparent 'when reviewing the types of release and the levels of
risK/need for offenders who reside in CCCs versus CRFs.ÿ Proportionally, offenders residing in CCCs are
twice as likely to be on statutory release with residency (54%) and almost five times more likely to be on a
long term supervLsion order with residency (t9%)o in comparison, CRF residents are recorded as having
much lower mandatory residency rates (2!% are on statutory release with residency and 4% are on tong
term supervision orders with residency), and are most likely to be on discretionary release to the community
(57% on day parole).ÿ

The levels of fiskJneed for offenders residing in the community overall is quite tow, with two-thirds of.
offenders falling within the medium and low ratings for both risk and need.7 However, the l:isKineed profile
for those offenders residing in CCCs is much higher and more concentrated than that found among the total
offender population in the community, and among CRF residents. Proportionally, there are almost three
times as many offenders in CCCs assessed as high risK!need (60%), than..those residing in CRFs (22%),8
This trend is generalJy true when comparing regional data for CCCs and CRFs, Theÿe are, however,
exceptions clue to specific agreements between CCCs and the communities they are located in, where
CCCs have agreed to limit their clientele to lower risk/need offenders.9

The demographic profile of offenders'ÿ currently residing in community accommodations is proportionally
consistent (within 6%), regardless of the specific type of accommodation they reside in (CRF or CCC). Tÿ
The only variation is the higher proportion of Community Mental Health Initiative (CMHI) referrals that are
recorded.  Resident referrals for CCCs residents are recorded at tt% (47 offenders) versus 5% (85
offenders) of the CRF population.

When compared to CRFs, overall, CCCs have a much higher concentration of higher risK/need offenders
with a residency condition, who more oÿen require CMHI services.

Current Staffing Model

A survey was conducted in which atl CCCs were asked to define their current employee compliment, any
contracted services provided and services that are .shared with .surrounding institutions andlor parole
offices. The survey revealed that the number and profile of residents, and the location of CCCs, resulted in
unique regional and local distinctions. Some of the unique employee or contracted services in place in
CCCs include Aboriginal Program Officers, Chaplains, Food Service Officers, Maintenance Officers, Nurses
(various specialties), and Psychiatrists. This list is greatly expanded when shared services are included as
well.

The commonalities of the various staffing models were reviewed and used to define a base staffÉng model
(see below) that accounts for regional variances, particularly in the areas of Correctional Officers and

For the purpose of these statistics, CRFs inÿucie al! types of residential:options, other than CCCs.
6 See Annex0 Table 2 for e detailed breakdownoflhe release types by accumrnodatien.

See Annex C Table 3 for a national overviewof the dskJneed for-offenders residing in the community.
a See Annex C Tables 4 and 5for a national overviewofthe risk/need for 0ffemders residing,in CRFs and CCCs.

See AnnexC Tables 6-15 for regional overviews for'the risk.tneed for offendeÿ residing in CRFs and CCCs.
Demographic profile comparison includes offenders over age 50, serving 3 years or less, identifying as aboriginal, serving

indeterminate sentences, and wiih gang affiliations.
1 See Annex C Table ! fÿr a more detailed breakdownof statistica!information,
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Commissionaires. To capture the various other positions not included in the base model, a section titled 'As  ....
Needed' was included to reflect the site specific requirements of CCCs.

Current Staffing Model12

Base Model

[  Cemm}ÿot*ÿre
, er.2'.Cammÿore4reÿ

en each ÿ.
deform}ned by eaÿ

rein ! ÿe

ti!

os    11  -::

J  .........................  --t

RaUÿ 1;8,
#ÿus.! Pÿe Oÿcÿt fc<

eÿcÿ CCO ÿntÿ

3 CX O2s per CCOin
the Ontario Rÿgÿen

arÿ t•ÿ.X ÿ ÿr CCC
tÿ Gÿbeÿ ReC4on

[
]

Aertÿntÿor
AS 0Z

1- Cÿ     t   -

rR'04

• :  .:  . :

. .         :.  •   . .  .
AS- Needÿ:J

J [ Fÿ Serÿiÿ

Current Funding Model

The variations in staffing mode{s and capacity are evident when reviewing the total expenditures for each
CCC,t3 Also impacting costs are the CCCs that specialize in offenders with mental health needs or palliative
care needs, which increase both salary and O&M requirements.

For comparison purposes the base model was defined to a!low for analysis amongst the different variations
of the model. The Ontario regional model - which includes three CX 02s and at times two Commissionaires
- was the most expensive at $t,157,680 for tess than 32 offenders and $1,245,760 for more than 32
offenders.14 The Quebec regional model - which includes one CX 02 and at all times one Comrnissionaire -
is the moderate model at $902,380 for less than 32 offenders and $990,460 for more than 32 offenders.TM
The least expensive model is the one adopted by the rest of the country at $8i8,200 for less than 32
offenders and $906,200 for mere than 32 offenders, which does not include any Correctional Officers, and
only one Commissionaire at all times.TM

2 See Annex D Tables 2, 3, and 4 for the detat[ed costing of the Current Staflin9 Modets.
See Annex D Table 1 for Total Expenditures for each CCC for FiscaJ Year 200910.

4 See AnnexD Table 2 for more details concerning the current Ontario Staffing Base Model.
See Annex D Table 3 for more details concerning the current Quebec Stafÿng Base Model.

s See Annex D Table 4 for more details concerning-the current Atlantic, Prairies, and ParJficmodeL
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Some CCCs have one or more officers
(CX-02s), whose actua! job descriptions are
very broad,  ranging from receMng new
offenders  and  recording  the  persona]
belongings .of offenders whose release has
been suspended, to supervising housekeeping
chores,

A number of CCCs have no Officers (CX-02s),
which  means  that  POs  must  perform
security-related tasks. Further, a single Officer
cannot perform all of the tasks they are
assigned, in particular seoudty.task&

In addition, the lack of a standardized work
description for this Officer role renders their

moredifficult,-    Of .,ÿoommiÿi,6nai,r6s,. ;dS:inotÿ..

the -eX4ensive ,training :ÿ.in .security:,.,,and :
mafiagÿmetÿtissues that Csc: ÿmpl£yÿeÿ;;!

,acquire.  ÿ:4,.,:.,,

' An additional PO (integrity funding) results in a
more reasonable distribution of the worldoad
closer monitoring, of offenders through frequent
community visits, and the ability to mere
effectively meet staff.safety needs.

As the current ratio in CCCs is :based on=

occupancy,: fÿnancial resources for POs are
uncertain within the current-staffing model.

the nature of CCC clientele means a
h!gh offender tumover.,, which requires, staff to
work with both offenders who are on site and
those who are under suspension..Furthermore,
the current staffing model for POs does not
take into account the complexity of the CCC
clientele or POs' responsibility for €ommunÿ
.supervision in order to better ensuz:e public

Small jobs and the repaidmaintenance of
technical systems (fire alarms and detectors,
doors, video suÿeillance, etc.) are coordinated
by staff, who call on specialists in the
community. The staff may also call on nearby
institutions for assistance.

The CCCs are neglected in terms of technical
support, even though they are considered
institutions (lack of technical support services
for expertise and work, fire services, alarms,

- cameras, etc.).
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Strengths and Weaknesses of Current Staffing Model

Uniformity in the management of CCCs in so
far as they are under the responsibility of an
Area Director.

Lack of a uniform organizational structure of
CCCs from region to region,

CCC managers, working under Area Directors,
are not responsible for administrative tasks.

The   community   mental   health   unit
(OOC Martineau),  which  is  under  the
immediate supervision of a Director (WP-06ÿz),
has one part-time and six full-time nurses, it
also has one part-time Social Worker and

Given their varied responsibilities, having a
standard classification for this position is
questionable.
iin::i:em Ote:i:units; itheÿ::aÿehÿ, ÿfÿ>aclÿJnistrative:
::support creates opera{ionai difficu{ties: ::

COOs that are not mental health units cannot
rely on nursing support or the presence d
nurses, even though a number of the offenders
who are admitted urgently need medication
and have mental health .problems.

7 The classification of this Director position represents an exception.
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Legal Considerations- The Ability of CCCs to Comply with the Relevant LegislationTM

Following a thorough review of the Corrections and Conditional Release Act (CCRA) and the Corrections
and Cond#ional Release Regulations (CCRR), we believe that the Community Correctionat Centres
(CCCs) will basically be able to fulfil their mandate in accordance with the obligations and discretionary
powers set ÿut in the legislation. CCCs are nonetheless currently hindered by legal and operational
shortcomings.

In executing its mandate, the Committee was guided by the legislative pdncipSe "that the Service use the
least restrictive measures consistent with the protection of the public, staff members and offenders."

The main concerns from a strictly legal perspective (CCRA, CCRR) are related to the limitation of certain
actioils by "staff members" or "emp!oyee$" that .cannot legally be devolved to a contractor (such as a
Corps of CommissiQnaires officer) as well as to-the minimum number of persons required to perform
certain tasks and/or all the tasks, required inCCCs by the CCRA, the CCRR, and the many
Commissioner's Directives (CDs).

This currently.results in, or may result:in,: certain compliance problems in CCCs connected with searches
(cells, visitors and vehicles, as well-as inspection Of packages, interceptiontprevention of communications,
etc.), with visitors (supervision/suspension of-visits, detention-of a child, etc.), with other "staff members"
(suspicions, etc,), as well as for certain activities that require at least two persons or employees (searches,
counting and security patrols, securing personal effects, need to communicate with another "employee"
on-site in an emergency, during a. security patrol), However, operations for certain searches are rare or not
applied in CCCs (e.g, vehicle searches)_

The. CCRA and the CCRR specify the concept of "staff members" or =employees" for carrying out certain
duties,, such..as cell searches. In some cases, the CCRA and the CCRR are silent in this. regard, with CDs
allowing contractors to perform certain actions in statements that are sometimes contradictory and/or
redundant and that must sometimes be interpreted, sorted out, and questioned. Occasionally a CD
contradicts the CCRA or another CD. In most cases, particularly for searches and personal property,
CCCs do no[have the requisite number of staff members.

Furthermore, under the current staffing model, with its limitations in terms of technica! competerlcies
associated wÿth aft the legislative provisions of Part I of the CCRA and the CCRR and. with its capability to
execute all of the legislÿ_ative obf!gations incumbent upon the penitentiaries diminished, as a result of Sÿ
shortages, the requisite degree of compliancÿ .cannnt be achieved, and nor can the...e.nsuinq risks in the
CCCs be managed. The staffing model must take certain imperatives into account in order for the CCCs
to e a         ÿ"  andate. This has been a concern for severalyears now .among CCC officials and
their managers across Canada.

, the CCRA and CCRR govern the custody and supervision functions, thus giving legal
powers to CCCs as institutions.----  ......

8 Given the time allotted and the breadth and complexity of the documentation, the Committee could not revieÿ all of the
Commissioner's Directives (CDs), Guidelines, etc, and cannot provide.a complete summary.of them. Tharefare only the
essentiafsare addressed in the following analysis. Legat References are provided in ArtnexD.
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CCC Staff are therefore  responsible for
ensuring that maintenance and repair services
for the vadous CCC systems are provided,
often-without the time or expertise required.

:Housekeeping .ch0resÿ.iÿareÿ.ÿ iÿmed. -out. :by The.vaÿingiqualj[yÿOf,ÿwgrk .ÿsulÿ..:{n:a.!ack o[-:

CCCs are using their operating budgets to
provide the necessary supplies to house
offenders and to ship offenders' personal
effects to other institutions The cost of these
supplies should be included in the bundled
procurement process by the institutions, and
the shipping of offenders' personal effects
between institutions should be covered by the
Materiel Management Branch, as is the case
with other institutions.

I PROGRAMS

'offered, bY.-:CorrectiOna!ÿ .. ÿProgram- .ÿOffiÿr,-g ÿ
(CPOs):assigÿed:{o if:the DistriCt-s ;(noÿ!CPOs. are.I

i?CCCs;amÿq,ickiy:iaS.sig,ed,ÿ!oprogÿams;: gigen'

I CCCs tely orÿ '1the services provided
I through parole offices  and/or institutions.
[ Although  these  services  vary  among
{ CCCs/districts/institutions,   they   typically
l inctude psychologists, community chaplains,
I EIders/Abodginal community liaison officers,
I Comrnunity Corrections Liaison Officers and
{ Securffy Intelligence Officers.

support.. ÿesidents ;daily. ,act!vffiesi-i!ÿ6c6uÿge

prolgrams,:andJcbsfJSÿe/ÿ{oi-ÿmp!e merit ,ÿyrÿamic,:;

Desp{te the nature of fJle clientele in these
centres, timely access to these services for
both offenders and staff at CCCs cannot
always be guaranteed.
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Howeve{:, the Committee is of the view that the inclusion-of CCCs in the category of "minimum-security
institutions" under CD 706 gives rise to a number of issues in terms of understanding, interpretation and
enforcement of the Act under several other CDs and Guidelines, and potential non-compliance in certain
ceses.

- Definitiontcomprehension: Several CDs do not ÿpeclÿ roles, or requiremehts specificai]y for CCCs.
instead setting a general direction for per, itentiaries and minimumÿsecuri.ty institutions.

- Interpretation: Certain requirements that are il! suited to CCCs monopolize the time of the few staff
available, result in lost time and cause much dissatisfaction among staff.

- Enforcement: Some CDs andtor elements thereof do not always have to systematically apply to CCCs,.
given that the CCRA and CCRR allow for such leeway., that risks and needs are different in the community
and that the least restrictive measures passible are to be used,

Consequently, in view of the not insignificant risks in terms of compliance with tÿgistation and
requirements and the fact that use nf theterm "institutions" in referring to CCCs leads to a
misunderstanding iÿommunications with the ¢oÿ, CD 70-"6"-sÿ-h-5"QTd-ÿe arrÿefÿded so thÿs

#,_aÿcateg£ry of inStÿutiorls, that is, Community Correctionai Centres, The Committee
also recommends that a more thorough exercise be€oncluctecl to Simplify the CDs aplSlica-ble to the CCCs
and-that a review be conducted respecting their relevance and the limitations imposed, but not required,
by the CCRA and the CCRR. CD 714 Community Correctional Centre Standards (20t0-06-25), could
contain all standards governing CCC operation including, in particular, searches, inspections and counts.
Several legislative aspects associated with CCC operations (such as searchesi counts, control of
movements, urinalysis, active security, management of personal effectS, etc.) and obligations in terms of
staff safety are such that a minimum oftwo persons must be present at all times in the CCCs.

Moreover, the CCRA and the CCRR sometimes impose actions upon "staff members" and "employees,"
which therefore cannot be devolved to "contractors," who in fact are genera{ty alone on evenings,
weekends and tegat holidays. Although rare in CCCs, certain emergencies may result in problems with
compliance, particularly COÿ"Cell" .ÿ.ÿrchÿ.s In thi__ ss regard, le.qatly, a room in a CCC constitutes a
cell and entails the legal ob!)gaJ&'nrÿ.ÿ =.ÿ-ÿociated_ÿtl3_ÿ ÿ hÿhich must be conducted, by at leastÿ
CSC "employees". Because the Act or Regulations require that. a s"ÿff-ÿember carry out the search,

be carried out by a person who is not an employee, this search cannot be performed..

The component of personaJ property that-can be legally inspected by two officers or "contractors" when
entering or leaving a CCC does not appear to be clearly defined wffhin the meaning of the Act with respect
to the possibility that a contractor can be authorized to pack, store, or secure personal property, whereas
certain situations occur when only one or more contractors are on site.

Staff observations and. recent consultations with offenders and their families have confirmed that distance
from resources, isolation, idleness and nomproductive occupations contribute to loss of motivation and the
ability to copeÿ breaches of condition& episodes of being untaw'ÿully at large and possibly also recidivism,
Community reintegration assistance for offenders in CCCs, as provided..forin CD 714, in conjunction with
the legal obligation to promote offenders' safe reintegration into the communibi, is also a major factor in
reducing, rates of recidivism, suspension and revocation, This aspect seems to be a shortcoming in
intervention under the current staffing model, with. all other legal obfigations, duties and standards,
particularly regarding control, taking priority as a result of a shortage of time and resources. The current
staffing model is very inadequate in terms of helping offenders take responsibility for themselves in the
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community and stepping up engagement in the community while facilitating safe reintegration__and..
incidentally, significantly lower costs than those incurred when offenders are reincarcerated.

Recurrent problems in managing available spaces are also a major concern from the dual standpoints of
the taw and community reintegration. Legally, it is necessary to take into account release alÿer such period
as is necessary to implement the decision.ÿ A shortage of spaces available in CBRFs can result in the
detention of offenders who were granted discretionary release, the only status allowed in such facilities
until a place becomes available. Consequently, instead of being in the community, low-risk cases are kept
temporarily in the institutions, with all the attendant costs, whereas other, high-risk cases are dii-ected at
the last minute to CBRFs that are not compatible with the community strategy. The effort expended to
motivate offenders in such a context is not always successful in reducing the ensuing ÿoss of control and
suspensions, generating new failures and significant costs associated with reincarcerationo in its
strategies, CSC must therefore manage available Spaces for releases that cannot lawful}y be delayed and
facilitate safe community reintegration. This means that CBRF bottlenecks must be relieved by developing
alternative measures that could mitigate this risk.

in addition, some offenders may have to be referred to CCCs instead of CRFs aÿer being turned down at
CRFs due to a shortage of space, in. Order to safeguard victims, or, in some cases, to maximize
community reintegration in accordance with the princfple of feast restrictiVe measures (CCP, A, Ss. 4 and 8)
to ensure the inmate receives.the most effective programs at the. appropdate time in his or her sentence
(CCRR, sÿ !02.(1 )),..to foster the most effective community strategy established by the case management
teams in the institutions and in the community.

Given the obligations stemming from the Act and the many directives, procedures and responsibilities of
all kinds (such as health and safety, fire safety, searches, personal effects, allowances, medical services  ....
escort, WHMIS, CPR, facility maintenance, vehicle fleet), the current staffing model is neither uniform no
adequate to meet and comply with oil of the obligations and responsibilities associated with security,
maintenance and facilitation in the CCC system or with all other related duties, which constitute an ever
greater share of the workload of CCC "reintegration workers."

As set out in the CCRR, to ensure a safe and healthful penitentiary environment; the Service shall ensure
that all applicable federal healthÿ safety, sanitation and fire laws are complied with in each penitentiary alÿd
that every penitentiary is inspected regularly by the persons responsible for enforcing those laws. CD 320
sets outthe legal parameters for the maintenance of real property, facilities and equipment in accordance
with applicable federal, provincial and municipal regulations and standards. It also provides for the
participation of inmates where appropriate and practical, promoting the development of requisite skills
through training and the use of inmate labour. The CCRR (ss, 121 and !.22) also addresses compensation
for death or disability that may be payable to offenders involved in work in CCCs.

Although CCCs are subject to these obligations, they do not have the resources they need in terms of
expertise, competencies and appropriate number of staff to perform these duties fully.and adequately. The
staff cannot train inmates, other than using their potential, workforce on an as-required .basis, given their
unstabre nature and the need to ensure CCC staff .safety, A number of staff members and
Commissionaires are currently being tapped in an effort to identify and solve various problems, even
though these duties fail outside their areas of expertise and their work descriptions. There .is a fiskofinjury
to_ staff. Intervention and health and safety parameters are poorly.defined. The CCCs need an employee,

s (CCRA, s, t24. (2)); for non-dtscretionaPÿ, cases, a fixed release date; and, far the numerous LTSO cases, 1he likelihood of
reluming to a C8RF within 30, 60 or90 days (maximum period), or Qrt the next SRDtf recommftted (CCRA, s, 13&!).
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or the assistance of an expert from a nearby institution or a contractor able to assess, diagnos6
and maintain the facilities on a permanent basis in accordance with current standards, inctud,,,u me
Building Code.

The same holds true in terms of requirements for personnel for general facilities maintenance, i.e., small
jobs and housekeeping. Even though inmates are aÿlgned same of these taÿks, they often cmnnot be
relied upon to perform a!l of them. The consequences are such that the CCCs are often poorly maintained,
and staff work in unsanitary and unhealthy conditions. There is atso the issue of staff complaints.

For its part, the Community Parole Officer (CPO) continues to be the cornerstone of the case
management team, coordinating the ever-increasing workload of the multidisciptinary staff while making
sure to comply with all of the requisite standards and p r.ocedures and shouldering greater responsibility;
especially in the CCCs. The advent of residency requirements and LTSOs, the conditions, set by PBC, and
CSC instructions sometimes mean that the offender has. little or no access to the community without
escort at a!l times, Increasingly, CSC is managing these residency cases as detention cases. This type of
case monopolizes significant resources aÿ CCCs and CSC should assess this issue, which may grow over
time.

The CCRA gives numerous powers to the institutional head. Even though the legal definition and
accountability are initially incumbent on the District Director and then the Area Director, despite the fact
that CCCs are considered separate institutionsÿ reality these functions are assigned locally to the

___.person in charge of the CCC, with more duties and aÿ:ÿ0untability than is aÿ-sUmed by POS in parote'''' ÿ"
offices. The duties and classification of CCC directors or managers, whose j0t3't!tle ana':  -ÿ  . i  . .

ardizedÿ should be reviewed.   '

The prgfite of CCC residents in terms of ageing, illness and health problems considerably increases
obligations in terms of services that need to be coordinated with the community, particularly hospitalization
proceduresÿ care, trustee, and medical appointment& This is very difficult to manage in CCCs without
staff, medical assistance or expertise. Medication management is a complex and very demanding task for
CCCs when inmates are about to be released and will-have to. manage their medication by themselves.
Greater flexibility in CDs in that regard and regional support are vital in order to fulfil obligations and
contracts and for invoicing, which is becoming increasingly complex for the. office administrators.

Based on our observations, many at-risk offenders have not completed national institution-based
programs at the time they are discharged to CCCs. We believe It is imperative to review strategies in this
regard. Where necessary, the support of a psychologist or other contractor should be available to quickly
meet the needs that cannot be addressed by a program at the time of release.

In some cases, legal obligations necessitate the use of interpreters andfor Elders or other ethno-cuttural
individuals, and these services should be funded according to need.

CD 715, Community Supervision Framework, does not provide for the safety of contractors who go out
intothe community., e.g., for urinalysis. We wonder about CSC's accountability in that regard..
Thus, the cuÿent staffing model makes it very difficult for CSC to meet not only its legal and safety
obligations, but also its obligations in terms of engagement in the commutlity while promoting safe
community reintegration.
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III, Environmental Analysis

Current Political and Operational Context

The current political and operational environment poses many unique challenges for the organization. In
the absence of a clearly defined role and target population for CCCs, this environment risks creating
additional pressures and challenges for the Service. Relevant considerations within the current operating
environment include the following:

4" Imminent increase in the offender population as a result of legislative changes;
4" Operational inconsistencies across and.within Regions;
4, Changes in the offender profile, including a decrease in the average sentence length, an increase in the

number of violent offenders, offenders with gang affiliations, elderly offenders, etc.;
4'. Recent and growing trends in Parole Board of-Canada (PBC) decision-making, such as a decrease in

positive discretionary releases decisions, an increase-in Statutory Release with Residency (SRR) and
Long Term Supervision Orders with Residency (LTSOR), more releases from maximum-security
environments, etc.;

v" Increased media focus on recidivism arid sensational communffy incidents;
4" Increase in theprofile of victims' voices-and victims' services; and
4" Changes in staff demographics, e.g, youngerstaff, .lÿss correctional experience, etc.

Perhaps more important that the considerations noted above are the challenges andlor implications that
arise from these considerations - for staff, offenders, and the public at large. The table below illustrates the
potential impact of relevant political andtor operational considerations.                              -,ÿ

Operational inconsistencies across and.
within Regions

Potential increase in staff grievances and "'
larger union issues;
Inconsistencies could also be raised in
Board of Investigation (BOO findings, should
incidents occur:

Increased   diversity   in    offender
demographics, e.g.  violent offenders,
gang  affiliations,  elderly  offenders,
offenders with mental and physical health
needs,  Aboriginal  offenders,  ethno-
cultural offenders, etc.

Increased pressure to respond to unique
accommodation needs
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In addition to Case Management ,Teams seeking .alternatives to residency (e.g.k creation of reporting
centres), the Service must also encourage the development of other housing options, Such as supervised
apartments, hostels, specialized accommodations tailored to clients' needs, etc. CSC must also maximize
the involvement of volunteer resources, who can. provide support to residents, assist with housing searches,
promote involvement with pro-social activities, service to the community, maximize community involvement,
etc.

3)  The uniqtÿe nature of CCCs is not recognized in the organization's communications, directives,
processes, etc.

= As noted in the preceding chapter (110, several CDs and processes applicable to institutions do not
apply to CCCs,. but are imposed-anyways; as a result, compliance issues arise, and staff must
constantly justify why particular CDs are not relevant to the community.

4)  Retention of CCC staff

• Accountabi!!ty for at-dsk clientele and the relative weight of duties and responsibilities in the CCCs
can lead to staff stability andlor retention issues;                              ,,

° Hiring of younger and inexperienced staff increases the risks associated with CCCs' abiIity to
comply with relevant legislation;

w CCC-based POs have the added responsibifity for searches; and
, POSs in CCCs have the added responsibility of managing a 24/7 residence; managing a multi-

disciplinary team; and managing and being in constant contact wffh a clientele that is typically higher
risk than their peers.

5)  infrastructure

A number of facilities are known to be in poor condition and in need of major renovations over the
short and medium term. This need could result in a temporary decrease of community intake
capacity, an increase in the transfer of offenders to other CBRFs, and an increased potential for
adverse community response.
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Recent.. ÿand:...gmwing,,!!ÿtrends. im PBG( :ÿ.ÿ

increased media focus on recidivism and
sensational   community   incidents;
decreased tolerance for general and

increase ,ih: ÿ ÿ:commuÿiÿ Li ÿaSÿmmodation;
iÿrequii'ernentsandÿ ÿrÿes;.iinÿreasÿ.ÿn:!ÿthei-,

Increased scrutiny from media outlets;
decrease in citizen support for offender
reintegration

violent re-offendin9
>CRF:capacity.to adapt't0 the: changing   Increased pressure to accommodateÿhighef
profile of_ÿhepopu!atioS:: = : .  ....  .     riskJnÿeed ii.loffenders: in 'oSCÿperated

Increase in the profile of victims' voices,
victims'   services,   and   associated
information sharing requirements

Potential increase  in  release  planning
requirements, i.e. increased attention to
offenders' release destination and related
victim sensitivities

.Changes in: staff= :demographics, i.e.

. eÿeÿence; etcÿ  :  ....  "  ....  : ---::;:-"= :'-:.:. i

Additional Challenges

i) Serious and recurrent capacity issues in CCCs/CRFs in recent years

• Significant increase in residency cases and their length of stay in CBRFs, particularly LTSO cases t
high-risk sex offenders with lengthy, periods of supervision extended by new convictions;

, Recurrent delays in PBC decisions, especially for residency cases. As a result, this situation
jeopardises the offendeCs release plans and increases the stress factors in relation, with the release.
Potential impact on motivation, number of offenders unlawfully at large/suspendedlrevoked, higher
incarceration costs, increased risk of recidivism, greater public dissatisfaction, and risk to the
organizatien;

, Heavier workload for institutional and community POs, and POSs, e.g. management of waiting lists,
need for immediate bed space, intake of difficult offenders, management of a number of suspended
cases, searches for offenders unlawfully at large, etc;

• Difficulty complying with certain CDs, e.g. case conferences and knowledge of cases prior to
release, management of supports, follow-up in UAL cases;

-, Need to set aside spaces for last-minute decisions and/or for impending return to community of
LTSO cases; and

,ÿ Sometimes results in day parole cases waiting in the.institution.

2) Seriousness of Risk: Residency Cases

® Limitations in terms of support, supervision and intervention for very high-risk LTSO cases;
• Continuous management of virtual caseload, consisting of suspensions, UAL, LTSO, etc,
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iV,   Movina Forward: A New Vision for CCCs

To continue to enhance public safety, CSC has defined six corporate priorities that guide the Service as it
encourages and assists offenders to become law-abiding citizens. CSC's first pdodty focuses on the safe
transition of eligible offenders to the community. This process is initiated at the beginning of an offender's
sentence, with the creation of an individualized correctional plan. This-plan guides offenders throughout
their rehabilitation with the goal of preparing them for safe and successful reintegration.

The importance of communi.ÿ corrections is again echoed in CSC's Transformation Agenda, which aims to
strengthen community corrections capacity. A major part of this effort, includes clarifying the rote of CRFs
and CCCs, in order to enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of the options available within the
community correction&t cÿontinuum.  Much work has been done in this regard and CSC is now well
positioned to considerthe new vision and direction for CCCs proposed! inthis report.

Specifically, the Working Group believes that CCCs can enhance their role iril the gradual, structured, and
timely reintegration of offenders, thereby increasing public safety.  By adopting a clearly defined rote
statement and an enhanced staffing mode! that addresses static and dynamic secudty needs while
increasing capacity to respond to the reintegration needs of offenders, CCCs can increase their
contributions to the safe transition of higher dsk, higher needs offenders=iirtto the community. It is believed
that this approach will help ensure that offenders are less likely to violently re-offend,: while simultaneously
enhancing community partnerships, increasing the safety and security of staff and offenders in the
community, and increasing public Confidence in CSC.

Role Statement

To maximize the Service's contributions to public safety, Community Correctionaÿ Centres (CCC) provide a
structurÿÿt for offenders on iÿelease to the community. More

=-specifically, CCCs aÿ,commodate offenders who, by virtue of their profile or circumstances related to higher
levels of risk or need, are unable to secure other appropriate accommodations to facilitate a safe, gradual
and Structured return to the Community.

This population typically includes-offenders:
,,  On legislated release where residency has been imposed by the Parole Board of Canada (PBC);
,  Whose physical or mental health needs present a unique transition challenge; and
,,  Whose crime or case specifics preclude their integration into an alternate community

Guiding Principles

The CCC Review Working Group has identified six primary guiding principles that it believes will encourage
the development of an environment that is conducive to meeting the needs of CSC staff, CCC residents,
and Canadian communities. Reflecting the key assumptions that shall serve: to guide the daily operations of
CCCs, all actions and decisions should consider these principles, as they are deemed to be essential in
fulfilling the CCC Role Statement over the long-term.
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Principle #1:
,ÿ  Enhance our capacity to effectively address the static and dynamic needs of CCC residents on a 24/7

basis, while simultaneously enhancing the social reintegration function of CCCs, in order to effectively
transition some of CSC's highest nsk, highest need offenders, and ensure public safety.

" CCCs are legally defined as a penitentiary, and as such, are Fesponsibte for providing offenders
with accommodations and re[ntegration interventions tna secure environment that operates on a
24/7 basis.

-/ CCCs must provide an environment that responds to both the security requirements and
reintegration needs of residents.

Principle #2:
,  Continue to provide adaptable and flexible accommodation capacity in keeping with the diversity of the

current offender profile, while retaining a focus on higher risk, higher need offenders.

v" CCCs should be able to accommodate offenders with both generaland specialized needs, while
increasing capacity to effectively respond to the diverse and cQmplex needs of the target group.

v" While CCCs shall remain non-exclusive in their admission criteria, efforts should be geared
towards ensudng thatthe vast majority of CCCs beds are reserved for higher nsk offenders who
meet established criteria, rather than Offenders on conditional release.

v" Offenders who obtain positive discretionary release decisions should be directed towards less
structured accommodation options when and where available, including CRFs, Private Home
Placements, Alternative Community Beds, and supervised apartments.

Principle #3:
,,  Enhance the availability of correctional programs and other reintegration interventions provided to

offenders in CCCs, in order to actively decrease their risk and enhance public safety- results.

v" Residency in a CCC shall provide offenders with an opportunity to actively decrease their risk
level through timely participation in correctional programs that have proven to reduce recidivism
by upwards of 63%.

..z Thro@ the introduction of Reintegration Workers, CCCs shall also enhance their capacity to
on[tor, supervse anÿ-!ÿ=,de,,ÿ !nÿ-ÿy=toÿay actIvities, and co-ÿ[inue to

apply dynamic secudty measures.
-/ 7ncreasing interventions capacity in CCCs simultaneously increases the potential-for offenders to

undergo a gradual and structured transition to the community that includes other
accommodations eptionsÿ

Principle #4:
,,  Increase communication and collaboration with internal and external partners in the correctional

continuum, to ensure that CCCs operate in a highly integrated manner, and successfully perform a
transitional function.

,," CCCs to liaise with releasing institutions on a consistent basis, in order to: develop a greater
understanding of residents' risks and needs; corroborate behavioural indicators and staff
observations; assess progress; make informed recommendations; and facilitate informed case
management decision-making.

,f To facilitate a transition to CRFs that can better address an offender's specific needs, CCCs
shall liaise with CRFs as needed to keep them abreast of progress achieved against correctional
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,/

plans. This communication will help ensure that CRFs are prepared to re-revlew cases for
potential acceptance, thereby increasing the flow-through capacity of CCCs while facilitating a
gradual, structured and supervised transition into the community.
CCCs to make greater use of reintegration resources available within the District, including
Community Corrections Liaison Officers (CCLOs); Aboriginal Community Liaison Officers, and
Community Security Intelligence Officers (SIC). The development of guidelines, committing a
certain proportion of FTEs to CCCs where feasible, would ensure that resources are re-aligned
in a way that reflects organizational need, as CCC offenders typically represent those with the
highest dsk and needs in the community.

Principle #5:
•  increase opportunities for citizen engagement - in the form of volunteers, CACs, NGOs, non4radÿtionat

partners and the community at large - in order to ensure the effective operation of CCCs and increase
public support for the correctional process.

• / Capitalize on existing District resources, such as Volunteer Coordinators, Eÿders, Employment
Coordinators, etc.

,/ Establish a wide network of community resources to facWtate the reintegration process, e.g.
community counselling and support groups, community skills-based workshops, etc.

' Engage the broader community by hosting community events
-,/ Give back to communities by having offenders performing volunteer work,
• " This engagement serves a dual purpose by providing a socialization function for offenders, while

increasing community acceptance of and engagement in the reintegration process.

Principle #61
,  Continue to provide a work environment with a high level of employee retention, ensuring consistency

and continuity in service provision.

• / Increase efforts to retain a qualified employee base to ensure the operations of CCCs continue
to benefit from staff experience and expertise over the tong-term.

" Ensure that CCC staff feel valued by the organization, and that the challenges of working in this
unique correctional environment are recognized.

-/ Work collaboratively with union partners to ensure employee concerns are addressed in a fair
and timely manner,

v" Enhance efforts to increase staff retention, in order to promote effective relationship and rapport-
building with residents and enhance dynamic security.

v" Specialised training related to the on-site offender's specific needs

Proposed Staffing Models

In order to address the weaknesses of the current staffing models, two proposed models have been
developed (see Model 1 and 2 below). Both of these models raÿ_Eÿ.ÿ.lltr.oduÿÿ, no._0_ÿ
Worker and an increase in resources, in order to more effÿtively support the operations of CCCs and
enhance the Service's capacity to respond to the needs of higher risk]need offenders,

The current staffing model (Model 3) is also being presented for consideration.
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Model 12o

Base Model

I

1     Iÿ ÿ ÿ'ÿnÿÿ,,ÿrkÿr

AS02

i        WP 04                   Aÿtÿrlt

mlie 1:8

Contract As Needed (tobe determined bY funding submissions)

wotÿrÿ ÿtÿ=l ÿr
[                      ÿ      cJ=)

Model 22ÿ

ASO2

aÿ,,eraÿ ÿ and

I
t ÿ C4ÿ.e

CRÿ

Contract As Needed (1o be determined by funding submissfons)

!

See recommendation Enhancing Capacity to Respond to Regional Distinctions and Site-Specific Needs fÿr fuÿher
information on ÿbe Contract as Needed (to be determined' by funding submissions),
2ÿ See recommendation Enhancing Cÿpacity to Respond ÿo Regional Distinctions and Site-Specific Needs for further
information on the Contract as Needed (to be determined by funding submissions),
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Model 3

Base Model

1
/I

J

.

stÿ

I
ment

¢.X ÿ perCÿC ÿn               Raÿ t:ÿ

J

,,  I i  iÿ:ÿ

TotaJ Casts for Staffing Models

Model 3

=See Annex D Table 5 foÿ' a detailed breakdown of costs,
23See Annex D Table 6 for a detailed breakdown of costs
24See Annex D Table 2 for a detailed breakdown of costs,
2SSee.Annex D Table 3 for a detailed breakdown of costs,
2SSee Annex D Table 4 for a detailed breakdown of coslÿs,
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Strengths and Weaknesses of Proposed Models

Model 1: includes three Reintegration Worker P0siti0nS, in line with the CCC role statement, the
Transformation Agenda and the Report on Key Elements of the Correctional Continuum, including the
transformation of community correctional services..

A staffing model which is fully funded
nationally consistent, that ultimately reports to
an Area Director,

and .

CCC:-teams. are managedÿ,.by:-WP:05sÿi.;!wh0 "-
super¢{se.:::ÿont!i!neÿ!:s{aff.,iThese!ÿCCC,,manageÿ:,i'
can ,fOcus s61ely-;6n lithe, :opeiÿations ,:of the:CC& ÿ

The presence of two support staff ensures a
constant presence at CCCs. They also perform
case management functions, which are numerous
and often urgent in the CCCs. Partnerships with
other CCCs or with parole offices are necessary
to provide intedm clerical support in the absence
of on-site staff.

Despite the ÿstandaÿization :of, roles under this

reaÿsessea ÿ;ÿthi:i:irÿeC{::i6:,: ievelÿ isfÿ effoff;" iskitl,'ÿ ÿesp6esi#iliÿ_.: ÿafla:: ÿ,:ÿoifking: .:,ÿnditi0#sÿ ]h':ÿlÿe'

this.ÿi:ciien,aeÿ'<reÿuiÿs;":ÿahdL:the /.Situation of-
';uÿbÿ/r0ÿaliCCOs Sÿ,adai{i0n ,of: new.: staff ÿ0nder :

Retaining support staff in CCCs is problematic due
to the unique working conditionsÿand the nature of
the clientele.

Work performance may fluctuate based on the
experience and abilities of the commissionaJres
who are ass!gned,
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A set number gf Reintegration Workers (3) in
CCCs allows for a stable, flexible work scliedule
and for day and evening shifts during the week
and, exceptionaly, on weekends to be covered.
The .proposed work description and staffing model
allow Reintegration Workers to be highly involved
in the guidance, counselling, support, assistance
and adaptation of offenders, and to contribute to
developing  and  maintaining  volunteers  and
volunteer organizations, in this way, and by
regutady attending case conferences with POs,
they can make a greater contribution to risk
management, during two weekty shifts.

"ÿ: ]::I!].Eÿ"ÿ ' "'<   ]  ....  ",fieF.:  ; : - ;,0 •  .-: .7

This model entails higher operafng costs in all of
CSC's CCCs, three additional FTEs in each CCC
across the Country ($4-,040,640).=z

Weekend and statutory holiday shifts are not
regularly covered by CSC staffl which means that
the intervention and. fo!f0w-up required in CCCs
are not done during those times.

The work description proposed for this position will.
need to be validated and classified.

Their presence also ensures that offenders at
CCCs make more productive use of their time by
participating in activities and meetings with the
Reintegration Worker. Their presence during
shifts will increase dynamicsecurity, the presence
of commissionaires on duty will increase static
security, and both wil! enhance the overall
secudty of CCCs.

This  represents  additional  staff
supervision ofthe CCC manager.

under  the

The security systems installed in CCCs must be
standardized and include, in .particular, a means

Each CCC's needs will have to be assessed; the
necessary adjustments and installations will mean

7 Costs include the 20% it) benefits and are based on the CX-D2 class{fication.
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of identifying visitors, the monitoring of entrances   an additional cost.
and exits, personal portable and fixed point
alarms,  anti-contraband  and  anti-vandalism
windows, video surveillancelrecording of common
areas for offenders and administrative areas, the
safeguarding of records,, fire and power outage
.protectionÿ

Small  jobs  and  general  maintenance  are
coordinated by the Reintegration Worker. Other
types of work will be carried out under a service
contract with a contractodspecialist. Support may
be provided by nearby institutions. Large jobs can
be performed by CORCAN or other companies,
with the authorization of Regional Technical
Services,

This wil! require a sufficient operating budget. This
budget will need to be determined for each unit
according to need, which will mean increased
operating costs for each CCC.

It  will  be  necessary  to  determine,,  clarify,
systematize and formalize exchanges of Services
between institutions, Regional Technical Services
and the CCCs in question. Even with the current
status of CCCs as minimum-security institutions,
these exchanges seem to be rare.

In CCCs, the necessary supplies to house
offenders, and the transportation of offenders'
3ersonal effects to other institutions., must be
included in the bundled procurement process by
the institutions and the Physical Assets Branch
(PAB). This wilt mean substantial savings for
CCCs.

to";

tt will  be  necessary to  determine[  clarify,
systematize and formalize, in each Region, how
CCCs are to be integrated into the procurement
process for institutional supplies from CORCAN
and the useof the PABbudget; the CCC status as
institutions  may  resolve  this  aspect  of

PROGRAMS
Enbandnÿ/ com.ÿt.unity- interventions
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CCCs can rely on the services provided through
parole offices and/or institutions. Although these
services vary among CCCsidistdctÿJinstitutions,
they typically include psychologists, community
chaplains, Etders!Abodginaÿ community liaison
officers, Community Corrections Liaison Officeÿ
,and Security tnte!,!igence Officers.
CCCs:ÿII ÿihave: addftioÿia!: ms;ouÿoes ÿto,-ÿco,nÿ#ct

capaaÿ- to :resl3Ond: .qd[cki# iÿe iiSÿ;!:spÿifii#-!.ÿeds! ÿ!::

Despite the nature of the clientele in. these centres,
timely access to these services for both offenders
and staff at CCCs cannot always be guaranteed.

Addltii3na[, :fÿSoSÿ ÿif£r- :ii ÿe,, ÿOÿiÿgÿ. ibudget. ÿil-

Model 2: includes four Reintegration Workers, in line with the CCC role statement, the Transformation
Agenda andthe Report on the Key Elements of the Correctional Continuum, including.the transformation of
community correctional services.

The other items in Model 1 remain the same.
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A set number of Reintegration Workers (4) in
CCCs allows for a stable, flexible work schedule
and for day and evening shifts during the week
to be covered, as we{l as a shift on weekends
and certain statutory ho!Idays. The proposed
work description and staffing model allow for
Reintegration Workers to be highly involved in
the guidance, counselling, support, assistance
and adaptation of offenders, and to contribute to
developing and maintaining volunteers and
volunteer organizations, tn this way, and by
regularly attending case conferences with POs,
they can make a greater contribution to risk
management, during two weekly shifts and one
shift on weekends and on some statutory
holidays. Their presence aÿso etÿsut'es that
offenders at CCCs make more productive use of
their time by. participating in activities and
meetings with the Reintegration Worker.. Their
presence during several shifts, and the presence
of the commissionaires on duty, will also
increase, se.curity at CCCs.

This model entails higher operating costs in
all of CSC's CCCs, four additional FTEs in
each CCC across the country ($5,387,520).=8

Overtime for work on statutory holidays could
be paid out in compensatory leave or in cash,
depending on the collective agreement that
applies to the position.

The work description proposed for this
position wtlt need to be validated by the C$C
and the classification wilt need to be
determined,

This represents additional staff under the
supervisloiÿ of the CCC manager:

Model 3 is status qua- CCCs would continue to operate as is, with the strengths and weaknesses already
identified above; however a review of relevant policy would occur to clarify the role and operations of CCCs;
a review of the current staffing model would also be conducted to better align CCCs with current resourcing
levels and introduce some national consistency,

Recommendations

in addition to the enhanced staffing models proposed by the Working Group, a series of recommendations
is also being put forth for consideration and approval. These recommendations, once implemented, would
help ensure the effective and consistent operations of CCCs, as there are specific gaps and issues beyond
those that can be addressed through an enhanced staffing model These recommendations have been
grouped into nine themes, and are described be!ow.

Policy Am endments
•  That CD 706 be amended so as to redefine "Community Correctional Centre" as a security classification

in and of itself, i.e. while CCCs would remaiil J?enitentiaries, ...they would no longer be classified as
minimum-security; institutions,

That a comprehensive review of al! current CDs be undertaken to ascertain which ones contain
implications for CCCs, in order to integrate the majority of relevant information into one or two CDs that
are specific to the operations of COOs, where reasonable and feasible,

Costs include the 20% in benefits and are based on the CX-02 classification=
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Security Enhancements  .....
•  That personal and community security in CCCs be enhanced by requiring that a minimum of two

employees and/or contract workers be present on all shifts,

- -  That the Request for Proposal - and resultant National Master Standing Offer - for Commissionaires be
enhanced to ensure national consistency in the duties required to be performed.

That a national review and analysis of static security requirements in CCCs be conducted, in order to
propose a minimum national standard, as well as acquire the requisite equipmentÿ9 to assist CCCs ill-compfying wft_t!, the laehtttÿedstanoardÿTo this end, the Working Group is recommending that the

following elements be reviewed and considered, at minimum,.:

o  Need forfixed alarms in offices where Offender interactions may occur, including routing of fixed
alarms;

o  Need for portable, self-testing alarms that have the capacity to identify an individual's physical
location within the CCC;

o  ÿÿ.ÿ#ÿ3,. and motion detector requirements, including physical placement ef equipment,
e.g. entry and exit points; sign-in areas, sides of facility; etc.

o Fire alarmrequirements;
o  Value of implementing art_eÿctronic Swipe card system as a long-term cost-saving measure,

given the costs associated with re-keying facilities when keys are lost or misplaced;
o  Standards for key. control;         'ÿ
o  Need Jot Ce[!.nnhnnÿ jemmers and radius capabJlitiesloptions
o  Nÿeed_f.oLstandardized house rules, e.g, authorized visiting areas
o  Training requirements to incre--ase familiarity with purpose and functioning of security equipment
o  Legal requirements associated with the need to advise that the facility is under surveillance

Enhancing Shared Services
•  That when CCCs are located within (or close to) the penitentiary reserve, shared services be arranged

to ensure proper maintenance and upkeep, and the effective provision of health services, among other
potential areas.

That when CCCs are not located within (or close to) the penitentiary reserve, adequate resources be
provided to ensure the effective provision of requ red services through contractual agreements, such as
health serv oÿtilding mai mfenanr.e anÿ

*  That CCCs be provided the same access as institutions to the National Master Standing Offer(s) for the
provision of accommodation necessities, e.g. towels, sheets, etc,

,  That the costs of transporting the personal effects of offenders to institutions from CCCs be covered by
the budget of the Directorate of Material Resources, as is the case among institutions.

÷

Human Resource Requirements
,  That the proposed work description for the position of Reintegratien Worker be reviewed by Human

Resource Management Sector, and classified in terms of group and level.

Securÿ Branch has agreed to absorb costs for security-related devices to.increase consistency across the county,.
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•  That the current Parole Officer Supervisor work description be reviewed by the Human Resource
Management Sector to determinev,'hefher the nationaÿwork descriÿion accurately reflects the
new roles and responsibilities of the CCC"Directÿÿ

•  That the current reporting structure of mental health units in CCCs be enhanced by having all staff
members report to the CCC Director, including POs, Reintegration Workers, nurses, social workers,
behavioura! technicians, etc.

Increasing.integration
,  That CCC Directors work in closer collaboration with Districts to ensure the effective representation of

their needs throughout .al! planning and decision-making processes.

Enhancing Capacity to Respond to Regiona/ DistincUons and Siteÿpecific Needs
.  That a national review be conducted to identify O&M service and associated funding requirements for

each CCC, to ensUre the accurate distribution of funds and the effective provision of specialized
services where need exists.

Increasing Collaboration and Enhancing Community Partnerships
,  That Districts work in closer collaboration with CRF partners to fill accommodation gaps in particular

areas.

That CCCs with population .profiles that reveal a cotÿsiderable number of lower risk offenders, andlor
offenders on discretionary release, work closely with local CRFs to secure accommodations for those
offenders who can safely be managed in a non-CCC environment, in order to increase capacity to
accommodate higher risk/need offenders in all CCCs.

Ensuring Appropriate Accommodations for ÿYomen Offenders
•  That alternate options for higher risk/need women be considered within the broader Community

Accommodations Strategy, as CCCs do not currently have the capacity to accommodate women
offenders.

increasing Community Accommodation Capacity
,  That eaÿd3d3jstrict be provided with resources for one. a#ditional Pr0iect officer to specifically assist with

community ca__pac!ty building and population management planning, in 0¥der to pr0activety respond to
the increase in the offencter population that-ÿtt eventually be experienced in the community as a result
of Bill C-25 and other current and proposed legislation.

Evaluation

The Working Group is proposing that there be two types of indicators used to monitor and evaluate the
results of national CCC enhancements, as per the fol!owing:

I. The first set of indicators represent those tha_t will reveal whether or not we have actually implemented
the new model. The main focus would be on ensuring that. the profile of CCG residents is generally
consistent wi!ÿh the identified target population, as specified in the CCC Role Statement. in addition,
we wilt also need track the same population characteristics for CRF offenders in order to ensure that
our established criteria is actually resulting in differing populations. Such indicators may include:
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v" Whether the proportion of residents on conditional release has decreased;
Examination of reasons in OMS for placement of offenders who are outside scope of target
population;

v" _ÿ of staffing model implemented at each site, to ensure general consistency with apprQved
model.

. The second set of indicators represent those that wi!! reveal whether the new rote and model is
achieving the intended results, and actively contributing to the effective management and reintegration
of offenders. The most basic would involve comparing outcomes for the population defined by the
criteria, which would include, among others:

/ Number of incidents and incident reports;
,f Number of breaches, suspensions, and revocations;
" Number of walkaways / UALs;
/ Number of criminal charges;
,/ Program participation rates;

Program completion rates;
" Average, or median, length of stay;

• / Length of imposed residency pedod;
4 Rates of participation in education programs, employment, etc.;
,z Changes in reintegration potential;
,/ Recidivism rates (general and violent; pro and post-warrant expiry);
/ Number and nature of reintegration activities accomplished;

The Community Reintegration Branch (CRB) would work closely with Performance Measurement &
Management Reports (PMMR) and use corporate reporting systems to monitor and communicate results
with both Districts and Senÿor Management at NHQ.  CRB wouJd also work to integrate some of the
following indicators into the Community Management Information System (CMIS), to enhance Branch
capacity to monitor and report on community results.
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Annex A - Mandate

of Canada
Gouvemernen!
du Canaaa

MEMORANDUM NOTE DE SERVICE

A

FfOnl

De

Director, East/West Quebec District
Director, Montreal Metropolita{n District

Regional Deputÿt Commissioner
Quebec Regional Office

I

Security Classification -.Classification de sÿcurit

Our file - Notre rÿference

107-D300ÿ1ÿ
Your file - Votre rÿfÿence

Date                   "  "

Le 11 avril 20! I

Mandate concerning GCC security upgrades

Following a decision by the Executive Committee on November 17, 2010, 1 was instructed to examine
CCC staffing, specifically the security component, while performing a national assessment of long-
term effects. In order to properly carry out these instructions, I would ask you to examine each of the
following items and forward your recommendations to me:

I, Sketch a brief history of CCC development in terms of their financial and human resources in
Quebec and Ontario Regions;

.

6.

,

3.  Describe existing staffing models used in each of the districts and their costs;

4.  Analyze the strengths and weaknesses of existing staffing models from a security
among others;

5.

Develop a clientele profile for each CCC in Quebec and Ontario Regions, including current
occupancy rates;

perspective

Analyze the capacity of the CCCs to comply with the pertinent legislation (Act, CDs, policy, etc.)
under the existing staffing model;

Examine the various options to upgrade static and dynamic security at the CCCs, specifically in
relation to the staffing model and financial and materiel resources;

Determine the cost of the measures proposed in item 6, their implementation and their short,
medium and Iong4erm impact;
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8.  identify the costs of establishing the measures proposed in item 6 for al! CCCs in Canada in
terms of human, financial and materiel resources;

g.  Develop a communications plan fÿr Jmp!ementing the new CCC security staffing models;

10, identify the criteria for assessing implementation of the new models, measurement  methods
and timing,

1 am asking you to join With the District Directors of Ontario Region, members of the Reintegration
Division at National Headquarters and the ADCCS to carry out your mandate,

Your report must be submitted no later #ÿan May 2ÿ 201?,,3°

Johanne Valtÿe

C.C,: Assistant Commissioner, Correctional Operations and Programs
Regional Deputy Commissioner, Ontario RegionaJ Office
Assistant Deputy Commissioner, Corporate Services

The date was subsequently rev{sed to May 27rÿ.
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Annex B - Historical Development of CCCs in Ontario and Quebec

The following contains information about the history of each CCC in the Quebec Region.

In Quebec, Maison Saint-Laurent and Maison Painchaud were the forerunners of centres that provide
offender housing and supervision; the number of centres like these would dse progressively. The. CRFs
banded together as an association and negotiated funding agreements that ted to the tripartite agreement in
the early 1980s, the development and enforcement of accreditat!on standards, funding based on daily
occupation (per diem funding), and a sound partnership with Correctional Service Canada. Over the past
decades, the John Howard Society, Service de Readaptation sociate de Quebec, Assodation des centres
rÿsidentiels du Qu#bec, and Association des services de r6habilitation sociate du Quebec, among others,
have played a key rote in the development of offender reintegration programs in Quebec, including
supervision, intervention, programs, and the expansion and evolution of CRFs.

The first CCC in the Quebec Region--St-Hubert CCC in Montreal- opened Tts doors.in the t960s; most of
the other CCCs began operating throughout the following decade. The development of the CCC in the
Quebec Region was brought about by the great number of day parolees that existed there. The Penitentiary
Service and Parole Seryice (esperJaily after they were merged) as well as the front-line workers were
recommending parole in CRF rather than from penitentiades, tn fact, managing the paro!e cases IMng in
the penitentiaries presented problems, as we!l;-the parolees fo0nd more work and had access to more
resources in Montreal. {n addition, the CRF could not accommodate afl the paroleesÿ in. particular in the
Montreal region, and they were refusing a certain number of cases. AS well, the Penitentiary Service at the
time wanted to be involved directly in the accommodationand the supeÿsion of parolees. It is in this
context that.the CCC Laferriÿre and the parole Offices were created in the St-Jÿrÿme, Trois-Rtvÿ.res, Rouyn
andHu]l regions..

Over the course of the 1970s, the Quebec regional correctional service opened the Martineau, Hochelaga,
Ogilvy, Sherbrooke and PieqX CCCs in Montreal, and the BenoQ XV CCC in Quebec City and the CCC Bq2,
which was connected to the Mont6e St-Francois Institution at the time; during, that time the St-Hubert and Pie-IX
CCCs in Montreal closed their doors and were replaced with four new centres. In ! 985, the Laferfiÿre CCC
opened in St-J6rSme, and in 1992, BenoTt XV CCC inÿ Quebec City moved and was renamed the Marcel
Caron CCC. The CCC B-12 was closed at the end of the 1980's and the building, was renovated to accommodate
training needs for CSC employees.

In the past 30 years, some CCCs in the Quebec Region have closed their doors temporarily, reduced their
capacity, or adjusted their operationsÿ moving the offender population to CRFs based on fÿuctuations in the
number and types of releases. Nonetheless, the average capacity of each of these CCCs has held steady
at neaNy 30 ptaces.

With respect- to the staffing model, in the beginning the CCC St-Hubert-had one director ÿ¢P-0,ÿ.), five
advisors (WP-02), two clerks, a janitor, and a team of Commissionairesto cover the time0utside of working
hours. To optimize the work in the new CCC, the Quebec Reg!0n made organizational changes that
involved having the centres report to the district offices and fit[ing the posit!ons with university graduates
and an employee responsible for security. Gradually, it was therefore found that each of the Quebec CCCs
had one manager (VVP-04 and WP-05), three POs (WP-03 and WP-04), one correctional officer (CX-LUF
living unit officer, and CX-02-correctional officer), and two Clerical support staff. One security officerÿa
commissionaire---- provided a presence .outside regular working hours; for more than ten years now, a
commissionaire is also on duty during regular hours.
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The staffing model for the Community Mental Health Unit (Martineau CCC) follows the same basic
structure, plus four behaviourat technicians, one psychologist, and a nursing team that includes one
supervisor.

Given that each CCC is established in a CSCÿowned building, the set-up, renovat!ons, maintenance.
moving and redevelopment has cost hundreds of thousands of doilars in the past 40 years.

This staffing model and other related expenses indicate that the annual cost associated with each offender
residing in a CCC in Quebec was approximately $6&500 in 200.8-09. In a CRF with the same capacity, the
annual cost was between $30,000 and $40,000 for the same year, depending on the type of programs
offered.

Until November 2006, the heads of the CCCs reported directly to Montreal District management, Since
then, the heads of Hochelaga and Sherbrooke CCCs, as well as the head of the Ogilvy CCC in 2007, have
come under the supervision of an area director who is also responsible for the intensive supervision (tSP)
team for the District. Th6 head of Martineau CCC reports directly to Montreal District management as head
of the mental health unit.

History and .Development of each CCC in the Quebec Reg.!on

Hochetaqa CCC in Mon.trea!, Montreal District
This centre, inaugurated in the !g70s, has nearly always admitted offenders ordinarily assigned to CCCs,
namely those on day parole, parole with residency condition, statutory release with residency condition, and
tong-term supervision order with residency condition. In the 1990s, the Hochelaga CCC temporarily
suspended its activities as a government centre, and the building became home to the tntervalle CRF. The
CCC reopened following extensive renovations that included reinforcing the security of the external
structure, and later, substantial work was done in the offenders' rooms.

{n 2007, the Hochelaga CCC again suspended Its activities to make way for another phase of major
renovations inside the actual building. This stoppage coincided with the resumption of activities at the
Ogilvy CCC. However, the difficulties encountered in that community forced the continuation of activities at
Hochelaga. This CCC served as a base for the PC members of the Intensive Supervision Program (]SP)
team in the Montreal District, while offering a maximum capacity of t 6 places for offenders. Its capacity
grew progressively owing to the increased number of cases with residency conditions, and the ISP team
was supplemented by a team of POs dedicated entirely to the residents.

This CCC continues to accommodate offenders on SP, R and LTSOR supervised by its casework team,

.O.qilvy CCC in Montreal. Montreal District
This CCC opened in the !970s with a mission to accommodate, house and supervise parolees with
substance abuse problems. Given the group of community organizations prepared to meet these clients'
needs and the reduction in mandatory housing needs in the Montreal District, this Centre's specific vocation
was no longer necessary, and in early 2002, it became a CCC, receiving mostly inmates in need of
temporary housing to tide them over.

These activities continued for a number of months unti! the Centre completely stopped providing housing
and supervision services. Over the course of the following four years, the building housed members of the
connectivity team (OMS) and non-profit community organizations.
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In 2006, Portsmouth CCC was the subject of negative media reports, due to high. risk offenders being
released, which resulted in citizen outcry and a campaign to have Portsmouth CCC moved,
In 2008, the Minister of Pubiic Safety vowed that Portsmouth CCC would be relocated and in February
2009, Portsmouth CCC opened at its temporary location on the grounds of minimum security Frontenac
Institution. The number of beds was increased to 37, due to the increased capacity.

Given the negative media attention that has occurred over the years, combined with the changing profile of
the offenders the CCCs in Ontario now house (strictly SRR and LTSO-R cases), changes have ocourred in
the staffing model wÿthin Ontado. In 1982 the model included 1 Living unit Officer, which changed to a
Correctional Officer I!, when the classification changed.  Over the years the CCCs in Ontario have
increased the CX presence and now the three CCCs each have three CXs.
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Annex C - Statistics
Table 1 - Profile of Offenders Currently Residing in CRFsÿ or CCCs32

DP '  !I2  19   0  I30 I 14 175 117%  S7%  1,019 219  210  253  234  103 DP

¢#R  ......  1  .............  4   0  i0  t 6  ......  {4i  .....  13% ! 6%  .....  ! 103  20'  1 ":';1':8  '54  ' !0  FPR

SRR   37  88   86   I6 ! 8  ..........  {"2'35" 1'ÿ%  2t% 1.368  85  87 1tll  77  8  ...........  SRR

,T,OÿAL '57 :. 1,59  ÿ120 ÿ:{: 67ÿ";1 30- . ! 433. ÿ';i:00%:!'}:ÿeQÿ Iÿ 1;:79I,.ÿ {:374,,ÿ}372 ÿ!I:458":' ' ÿel ÿi:::;i;5i-: - I TOTAL

Table 2 Release    for Offenders Currentl, Residin in CRFs or CCCsÿ

Table 3 -,National Overview of Risk/Need for Offenders Residin in the 35

31 CRFS include a!ÿ types of residential options, other than CCCsÿ
Data source: CSCtNPB Data Warehouse. EAtaction date: March 6, 2011

3 Data source: CSCtNPf3 Data Warehouse. Extraction date: March 6, 2011
34 Does not equal I0ÿ%, as some offenders may be part of more than one category, or not fall within any of the.categodes.
s Data source: CSCINPB Data Warehouse, Extraction date: March 6, 20! 1
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._    Table.4 - National Overview of Risk/Need for Offenders

Table 5 - NationalOverview of Risk/Need for Offenders- in CCCsÿ7

Table 6 - Atlantic   ional Overview of Risk/Need for Offenders in CRFs

Table 7 - Atlantic   ional Overview of Risk/Need for Offenders in CCCs

Table 8 - Quebec   ionat Overview of Risk/Need for Offenders Residin in CRFs
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"Low  ........  18 (t18%)  .............  40 (9.2%)   17 (3.9%)   65 (14.9%)

Table 9 - Qu6bec   ional Overview of Risk/Need for Offenders        in CCCs

Table 10 - Ontario   ional of Risk/Need for Offenders Residtn In CRFs

Table 11 - Ontario    ional Overview of Risk/Need for Offenders in CCCs

Table 12- Prairie Re =iona! Overview of Risk/Need for Offenders in CRFs

Table 13 - Prairie       Overview of Risk!Need for Offenders Residin in CCCs
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-  Annex D = Legal References

Corrections and Conditional Release Act (CCRA), Corrections and Conditional Release Regulations
(CCRR) and Commissioner's Directives (CDs) (as specified).

Community Correctional CentrestMinimum-SecuritY Irÿstitut!ons

CCRA, ss. 241), 2,! aiÿd 133; Community Correctional Centres (CCCs) are. institutions and
Community-Based Residential Facilities (CBRFs). They receive inmates, on day parole (DP), statutory
release (SR) with special conditions, and offenders subject to Long-Term Supervision Orders (LTSOs). '

CCRA, s, 97, The Commissioner may make rules (a) for the management of the Service;

CCRA, s. 98.(1) The Commissioner may designate, as Commissioner's Directives any or all rules made
under section' 97,

CD 706: Under Commissioner's Directive 706, CCCs are classified as minimum-security_institutions,

-  ".ÿ, but due to their role in the community they are not required to conform to all minimum security
standards."

8 a. "The minimum-security institution will contain those inmates that pose ÿimited risk to the safety
of the community,_"

CD 566-1, CONTROL OF ENTRY TO AND EXIT FROM INSTITUTIONS (200t-10-17) (important
distinctions in CCCs: different risks and needs, no technical means, no staff available-, references to CD
566-8 for searches, etc.).

DC 5;66-8, SEARCHING OF STAFF AND VISITORS (2008-07-25)

Infrequent in CCCs. However, occasional situations may be problematic.

10, Community Correctional Centres are not required to have a section in their Search Plan concerning the
routine searching of staff and visitors. InÿerpretafJon issue: Does "to have a section in their Search Plan"
preclude one-time searches when there is reasonable grounds? (for a visitor? cf, 17,) (for a staff member?
cf. 32.) If one4ime searches are permitted, CCRA 60.(I.) and CCRR 54.(1) (visitors) and CCRA 63, and
CCRR 56. (other staff member), provide for action by a "staff member," which is problematic-in CCCs, given
the lack of "staff* at certain times.

I5. In atl facilities except minimum security and Community Correctional Centres, there wilt be a routine
non-intrusive search of all visitors upon entering the institution.

17. A "staff member" may conduct a non-routine frisk search of a visitor where the staff member suspects
on reasonable grounds that the visitor is carrying cotitraband or other evidence relating to an offence.

32. Where a "staff member" believes on reasonable grounds that another "staff membe¢ is carrying
contraband or evidence relating to a criminal offence and that a frisk search or strip search is necessary to
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in !992, the residential centre and CSO Quebec were moved together to a shared building; the CCC is
named after the first Director of the East/West Quebec District, Marcel Caron.

This CCC continues to accommodate offenders on SRR and LTSOR supervised by its casework team.

Historÿ and Development of each OCCin the Ontario Reÿio£

Portsmouth CCC was founded in 1972 in Kingston at the site of a historic limestone building, which was
owned by CSC and had previously housed the Warden of a local institutionÿ At that time there were 20
beds.
Montgomery CCC was established in Toronto in I980, with 10 beds. it was privatized in 1986 and closed
in 1988 due to public outcry in response to a murder that was committed by a resident who was on a UTA.
At the time of closure there were. 14 beds.

Keele CCC was also established in Toronto in 1980 and had I4 beds. The number of beds increased and
in 1990 totalled 50; however in I996, following public outcry regarding a high profile offender release to
Keete CCC, the number of beds was decreased to 40 and a cap of 25 percent (10) was placed on !.he
number of sex offenders that could be housed there,
In the fall of 1991, the CSC acquired from Treasury Board the funds to establish 150 additional CCC beds
in Ontario by 1995. Increased emphasis was being placed on these centres, as they were believed to be an
effective method of integrating offenders in the community, while addressing the problem of overcrowding
caused by an increased offender population.  It was decided that t2 of the beds would be placed in
Kingston at the existing Portsmouth CCC.

issues related, to building, permits and nomcompliance with municipal by-taws arose and the negative media
ensued. Specifically, in April 1992, the Whig Standard ran a front page spread, the first of .many, entitled,
"Scared to Death: More Rooms Built for Kiilers, Sex Offenders", The article conveyed the impression that
the expansion was solely for those convicted of sexual offences and other violent crimes and made an
appeal on behalf of mothers in the area. In response to the article, a residents' group formed in April under
the leadership of an accountant and a local paediatrician. Residents in the community were united in feeling
"railroaded" into the expansion; they learned of the expansion only upon seeing cement being poured and
reading about it in the newspaper. Based on the public opposition, a communications plan was developed
and ultimately the expanded CCC was opened with a total of 36 beds and positive press coverage followed.
It is noted that a commitment; however was made to not exceed 30 residents.

In 1992, as a result of the promulgation of the Corrections and Conditional Release Act, it was determined
that there was a need to establish a CCC in Hamilton and CSC entered into a leasing arrangement with the
Salvation Army to provide a temporary location for the Centre in t992. The rated oapacity was and remains
at 25 offenders.

in 2003, a murder Occurred at Portsmouth CCC and a newspaper arIicte commented on the fact that only
one staff member was working that night. It is noted that policy was to have one Commissionaire working
back shifts. Following this incident 2 Security Staff were on duty on all back shifts.

In 2004, Hamilton CCC was subject .to negative media, due to a f:esÿdent committing a very violent attack on
a local shop keeper, Also in 2004, Keete CCC was subject to negative media attention due to a high risk
offender being released, which resulted in public protests.
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In 1998, a major incident occurred at the Centre; the commissionaire on duty during the night shift became_
the victim of a murder committed by an unknown person he had allowed in. This incident prompted the
implementation of security procedures and the installation of security systems in the Quebec CCCs.

The resumption of housing and supervision activities was planned in 2006 in order to renovate the
Hochelaga CCC and others. Extensive repair work was performed, and in September 2007, the first
offenders from the Hochelaga CCC were admitte&

However, the likelihood that the CCC would admit sex offenders triggered a reaction from the community
which compelled CSC to temporarily not admit these offenders to the Ogilvy centre. This situation remains
the same to date; but new discussions wi!l be held in the near future.

Consequently, since September 2007, the Ogitvy CCC has essentially accommodated offenders on
statutory release or under a Iong4erm supervision order with residency, excluding sex offenders.

Sherbrooke CCC in Montreal, Montreal District
This Centre opened in the 1970s and has always admitted offenders ordinarily assigned to a CCC, namely
those on day parole, parole with residency condition, statutory release with residency condition, and lorÿg-
term supervision orders.with residency condition. This CCC continuesto accommodate Offenders on.SRR
and LTSOR supervised by its casework team.

Martineau CCC in Montreal, Montreal District
This Centre opened in ! 978 and until 2000, admitted offenders ordinarily assigned to a CCC, namely those
on day parole, parole with residency condition, statutory release, and long-term supervision orders with.
residency condition. Early in this decade, the Centre. became the Community Mental" Health Unit
specialized in housing and supervising offenders with certain mental health problems, and in interventions
geared to this population. Until early 20!1, this Centre admitted women offenders (a maximum of four) who
could .not be admitted to the only CRF available in Montreal. Offenders admitted to this CCC are on
statutory release with residency or have a leng4errn supervision order with residency.

The staffing model used at this Centre is specific to its status as a mental health unit, .and the models
proposed in this report should not be applied as in the other CCCs.

Laferriere CCC in St-JerSme, East/West Quebec District
Opened in t 985, this Centre has nearly always admitted offenders ordinarily assigned to CCCs, namely
those on day parole, parole with residency condition, statutory release with residency condition, and long-
term supervision orders with residency condition. The centre has shared a building with CSC Laurentides
since I993; however, the office is now in the process of being moved.

Given the absence of other residential centres in the area and north of St-Jer6me, the Laferd6re CCC
houses a number of offenders on day parole, allowing them to live closer to their own communitie& This
CCC continues 1o accommodate offenders on SRR and LTSOR supervised by its casework team.

Marcel Caron CCC in Quebec Citvÿ Eas*JWest Quebec Distdct
This. centre opened in !977 and has nearly always admitted offenders ordinarily assigned to CCCs, namely
those on day paroleÿ parole with residency condition, statutory release with residency condition, and Iong-
term supervision orders with residency condition.
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find the contraband or evidence, the staff member may detain the other staff member in order to obtain the
authorization of the Institutional Head or the services of the police.

13. Any required security examination of Aboriginal medicine bundles, religious and spiritual articles or
other sacred objects wil!
the examining "officer";...
(Interpretation issues, e.g., searching of visitors (nos. I0., 15. and 16.), involves risks associated with
elements concerning detention of visitors and/or children until police Services are available, searching of
children, training issues, no detectors, etcJ.

C;D 566.4, INMATE COUNTS AND SECURITY PATROLS (2009-02-19)

The CCRA and the CCRR do not appear to prescribe this task to "two staff members". CD 566-4 stipulates
stand-to-counts by a "staff member and security patrols by a "Correctional Officer, Primary Worker or
supervisor", lg. (CD 566-4) specifies that during formal counts, each inmate must be counted by "two staff."
In contradiction with CD 566-4, CD 714 sets out, under 4&, that "[s]taff and contractors" will conduct, at a
minimum, two counts during each 24-hour period, one of which shall be at the commencement of the
midnight shill

Problems associated with the requirement of "staff members" and the necessity of "two staff members" in
CD 566-4.

CD 566-4 also raises a problem of"stafF security: when alone, cannot communicate with "other staff."

CD 566,q, SEARCHING OF INMATES (201 t-05-26)

6. Community Correctional Centres are not required to have a section in their Search Plan concerning the
routine searching of residents, interpretation issue: Does "to have a section in their Search Plan" preclude
one-time searches?

8. All persons conducting searches of inmates will be trained according to the staff orientation and training
program provided by the CSC,

9. Any required, security examination of Aboriginal medicine bundles, religious and spiritual articles or other
sacred objects wilt be accomplished by having the owner manipulate them for visual inspection by the
examining "officer."

The CCRA and the CCRR give contractors the right to conduct routine non-intrusive and frisk searches of
offenders. CD 566-9 provides for the security examination of bundles by an "officer," which limits the actions
of a contractor, although there [s no reqLÿirement in this regard underthe Act.

Interpretation issues: many elements do not concern CCCs (strip searches, searches of body cavities, etc.).

CD 566-9 SEARCHING OF CELLS, VEHICLES AND OTHER AREAS OF THE INSTITUTION (2005-02-t6)

The CCRA (ss. 56-58) provides for searches of "cells" and (s. 61(1)) of vehicles by a "staff member;" the
CCRR (ss. 5! and 52) provides for searches of "ce!ls" and other areas of the institution and (s. 55(1)) of
vehicles by a "staff member" accompanied by another "staff member" at all times during the search.
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CD 566-9 requires a search plan, or searches based on reasonable grounds (cells or vehicles) conducted
by "staff" members or "officers"... )

CD 555-9 9,, stipulates that all persons conducting searches of cells, vehicles and other areas of the
institution will be trained according to the staff orientation and training program provided by the CSC.
(Compliant? Available?)

CD 714ÿ section entitled "SEARCHING ROOMS AND OTHER AREAS OF THE CCC":

CD 550, Inmate Accommodation, sets out the definition of "cei!" (repeated in CD 566-12): "an area
contained by walls or partitions designed to accommodate one or two inmates. This also refers to a room
that inmates may occupy such as those available in independent living units."

CD 7;14 50. All routine searches of "rooms" and "other areas of the CCC' w{ll be specified in the Search
Plan. The CCC Search Plan will include, as a minimum, a thorough visual inspection of all offender-
accessible areas within a 30-day period. "A thorough visual inspection is defined as a routine inspection to
visually detect contraband or unauthorized items which may jeopardize the safety or secudty of the facility,
This does not normally include opening drawers, closets, etc. but may include inspecting under beds or
behind dressers.ÿ
The CO does not specify who may perform the thorough visual inspection.

CD 714 51. Routine searches will normally be conducted in the presence of another "staff member" or
"contractor." ContractOr ts not consistent with the Act and ÿhe Regulations, Despite the concept of
room iÿ the CDÿa room is consj.d_ere___ad _ceÿpJÿÿthe search therefore cannot
be conducted by a contractor. This may pose a problem if there is no "CSC staff member" present at the
CCC when a problem arises.

CD $66-12 PERSONAL PROPERTY OF INMATES (2011-05-26)

The CCRA (s. 46) allows a "contractor" to search the property of inmates who are entedng or leaving the
institution, under the definitions for frisk search and nonqntrusive search.

Despite several references to CCCs, CD 566-12 contains a ÿumber of incongruities for the community,
Many actions are devolved to the "Admission and Discharge Officer" despite the fact that none are
employed in CCCs. No log books for personal propecty are updated due to comings and goings in the
community. There are operational issues with the Annex of unauthorized .items based on institution level. In
cases of suspension, what do CCCs do with the skates, scarvesÿ locks and boots not permitted at certain
institutions?

CD 566-t2 (73.) states that where the packing is not done by the inmate, "two staff members" will pack and,
without delay, list all effects...and that "both staff members" will sign the list,..CCCs do not have "two staff
members" to perform these tasks, which leads to a compliance issue. There is also an incongruity in the
same CD 566-12 (16.), which stipulates that a!l "staff" and "contraÿors" will take reasonable steps to protect -
the property of inmates from damage or loss.

CD 714 37. specifies: When an offenderls release is suspended, normally two approved "staff members" or
"contractors" will remove and catalogue all.effects..,, including those effects held in storage on behalf of the
offender.
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38,. CCC "staÿ and "contractors" will ensure that the effects recorded on form CSCISCC 0872_.are packed
and either transported to the offender or next of kin in a safe and secure manner.
40. CCC "staff" and "contractors" are responsible for items recorded on form CSCtSCC 0872._
Again, the CCRA and the CCRR are unclear regarding potential delegation-to contractors, and this is
problematic.

Role of CCCs Versus that of ORFs: Risk Management - Management of Available. Spaces and Least
Restrictive Measures Possib!e

CCRA, s. 4. The principles that shall guide the Service. in achieving the purpose referred to in section 3 are:
that the Service use the least restrictive measures consistent with the protection of the public, staff
members and offenders;

CCRA, s. 28, The Son, ice shalf take all reasonable steps to ensure that the penitentiary in which the person
is confined is one that provides the least restrictive environment for that person, taking into account:

(a) the degree and kind of custody and control necessary for (i) the safety, of. the public, (ii) the
safety of that.person and other persons in the penitentiary; and (iii) the security of the penitentiary;

(b) accessibility to (i) the person's home community and family, (ii) a compatible cultural
environment, and (iii) a compatible linguistic environment;

(c) the availability of appropriate programs and services and the person's willingness to participate
in those programs.

Under the same principle, temporary absences (TAs) are granted in support of community reintegration for
family contact purposes, for parental responsibility reasonsand for personal development far rehabilitative
purposes, with the goal of reducing the risk of the offender re-offending (CCRR, s. 155(d)-(g)).

In order to facilitate the successful reintegration into society of an offender, the offender may be required to
reside in a community-based residential facility when, in the absence of such a condition, the offender
would present an undue risk to society by committing a Schedule I offence before the expiration of his/her
sentence (CCRA, s. 131 (4,I)). For CCCs, this condition is valid only if consented to in writing by the
Commissioner or a person designated by the Commissioner (CCRA, s. 133 (4.4)).

CCC employee function (safety and facilitation)
CCRA, s. 2. Legal aspect allowing a "staff member" (CSC "employee") to perform requisite duties in a CCC.
Legally, a contractor cannot be considered a "staff member" or "employee."

CCP, A, s. 10. The Commissioner may in wrffing designate any staff member, either by name or by class, to
be a peace officer.

CCRA, s. 47. (and ss. 59, 60 and 66). A staff member, CBRF employee or a person providing services to
the Service under a contract has the power to search if the conducting of such searches is provided for in
the contract but does not constitute the person's principal services under the contract. (limited in the Act to
routine n0n-intrusive searches or routine frisk searches of inmates)
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CCRA, s. 46.

"fnsk search" means (a) a manual search, or a search by technical means, of the clothed body, in the
prescribed manner, and (b) a search of (i)personal possessions, including clothing, that theperson may be
c4ÿrrying, and (ii) any coat or jacket that the person has been requested to remove, in accordance with any
applicable regulations made under paragraph 96(/);

"non-intrusive search" means (a) a search of a non-intrusive nature of the clothed body by technical means,
in the prescribed manner, and (b) a search of (i) personal possessions, including clothing, that the person
may be carrying, and (ii) any coat or jacket that the person has been requested to remove, in accordance
with any applicable regulations made under paragraph 96(/);

CCRA, s. 59. A °staff membef may conduct routine non-intrusive searches or routine frisk searches of
visitors, without individuatized suspicion, ,.

CCRA, s. 60.(1 ) A "staff member" may conduct a frisk search of a visitor where the staff member suspects
on reasonable grounds that the visitor is carrying contraband or carrying other evidence...

CCRA, s. 66.(1) An "employee" of a CRF (includes CCCs pursuantto (3)) ...may (a) conduct a frisk search
of an offender in that facility, and (b) search an offender's room and its contents, where the employee
suspects on reasonable grounds that the offender is violating or has violated a condition_, and that such a
search is necessary to confirm the suspected violation.

CCRR, s. 48. A staff member of the same sex as the inmate may conduct a routine strip search of an
inmate in one of the following instances: (a) inmate is entedng or leaving the penitentiary...

OORR, s. 49, Frisk searches of inmates by conÿactors, see CCPÿ,, s& 47(2) and 49(2): Requires
prescribed training included in the staff tÿailiing and orientation program offered by the Service.

CCRR, s, 51. Searches of cells. A "staff member" may, without individualized suspicion, conduct searches
of cells and their contents on a periodic: basis...jn accordance with a search plan...

CCRR0 s. 52.(I) or reasonable grounds_,Another staff member shall be present at at! times during the
search (in our opinion, barring exceptional circumstances, CPOs should not be conducting searches: they
are not trained, and they have ether responsibilities and priorities.)

CCRRÿ, s. 55.(t) A staff member may, by stopping a vehicle and inspecting the vehicle and its contents,
conduct a routine search of a vehicle, without individualized suspicion, where (a) the vehicle is entering or
leaving penitentiary property; (b)._

CCRR, s. 56, A staff member may conduct a routine nonqntnJsive search or a routine frisk search of
another staff member, without individualized suspicion, where that other staff member is entering or leaving
the penitentiary. CD 566-8 excludes minimum-security institutions and CCCs and does not require CCCs to
have a section in their search plan concerr,4ng routine searching of. staff and visitors.

OCRA, s. 55, A staff member or any other person scÿ authorized by the Service may demand that an
offender submit to urinalysis:

CCRR, s, 66,(I)(e) The collector shall ensure that the donor is kept separate from any other person except
the collector and iS supervised during the two hour pedod (for the urine sample). Difficult to apply with just
one facWtator or collector in CCCs, when several offenders show up at the same time for unnalysis,
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CCRR, s. 74.(1 ) Offender Grievance Procedure (more and more common with CCC clientele, requires a lot
of work).

CCRA, s. 96. The Governor in Council may make regulations

(a) prescribing the duties of staff members;

(b) for authorizing staff members or ctasses of staff members to exercise powers, perform duties or carry
out functions that this Part assigns to the Commissioner orthe institutional head;

Cannot be grarÿted to a contractor.

CCRR, s. 5I.(2) Where a staff member searches an inmate's cell and its contents pursuant to subsection
(11), another staff member shall be present at all times during the search,

CCRR, s. 74.(2)Where a complaint is submitted pursuant to subsection (1), every effort shall be made by
staff members and the offender to resolve the matter informally through discussion (The ongoing presence
of a second staff member or contractor could facilitate the informal resolution process and reduce the
ever-increasing number of complaints in,the CCC.s).

CCRR, ss, 84 and 85. Managing personÿeffects is very labour Intensive, and there are no specialists in
that regard in the CCCs, unlike m the penitentJanes. Problem associated wÿth the need far two sta
members" (pursuant to the CCRA), which is not realistic with the current staffing model at many CCCs.

37. When an offender's release is suspended, normally two approved staff members wil! remove
and catalogue all effects._

38. CCC staff and contractors wilt ensure that the effects are packed...

39. Following the suspension of an offender's release or walkaway from the CCC, any electronic
equipment such as televisions, stereos, compact disc players, radios or cellular telephones, etc.
wi!l be checked when removed from the offender's room to determine their general working
condition. The staff member or contractor wilt record the status._.

40. CCC staff and contractors are responsible for items recorded on form,..

45. Staffand contractors wil! conduct, at a minimum, two counts during each 24-hour period, one
of which shall be at the commencement of the midnight shift. All counts will ensure the presence
of a live breathing body...

5t. Routine searches will normally be conducted in the presence of another staff member "or
contractor." Non-:compliant with the CCRA.

68. The CCC will have an active approach in the community, and if applicable, will ltaise with
local community partners including police, Citizen Advisory Committees, advocacy groups,
victims groups, citizens and other persons or agencies invo!:ved in the criminal justice system.

Lack of staff

69. Where possible, offenders residing at the CCC will be encouraged and provided
opportunities to participate in activities that involve giving back to the community. Lack of staff

70. Volunteers and volunteer activities will complement the resources made available to the
offenders by the CCC. The CCC will effectively encourage volunteer involvement to assist and
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interact with individual offenders as appropriate. (Very desirable but hard to apply in CCCs with
the current staffing model)

Lack of staff given the need for two persons at a time andlor to encourage activities in the community-and
escorts

CCRR, s, 89  ....  A staff member may inspect an envelope or a package sent or received by an inmate to the
extent necessary to determine whether the envelope or package contains contraband, but_,may not read
the contents..,)

CCRR, ss, 9&(Ii) and (2) Visits (has to be handied by the Commissionaire or facilitator) (cann, ot be done by
a receptionist (CR-04), who could be alone in work area).

CCRR, s, 91..(I) ...the institutional head...may authorize-the refusaJ or suspension of a visit to an inmate
where the institutional head or staff member believes on reasonable grounds,..

CCRR, s. 94.(1) ...the institutional head_.may authorize, in wdting, that communications between an
inmate and a member of the public, including letters, telephone conversations and communications in the
course of a visit, be opened, read, listened to or otherwise intercepted.., by a staff member or a mechanical
device.ÿ.

CCRR, s, 9&(1) The institutiona! head...may prevent an inmate from communicating with a person by mail
or telephone if...

CCRR, s, 96.(1) The institutionat head.., may prohibit the entry into the penitentiary or the circulation within
the penitentiary of any publication, video or audio material, film or computer program that the institutional
head or staff member believes on reasonable grounds would jeopardize the secudty of the penitentiary or
the safety of any person.., demeaning  ....

CCRR, s. 9&(t) The institutional head.., may, where the institutional head.. . believes on reasonable
grounds that any assembly of inmates or the activities of any inmate organization.,.would jeopardize the
security of the penitentiary or the safety of any person, prohibit the assembly or activities,

CCRR; s. 102, ! Deductions and Reimbursement for Accommodation, Food and Work-Related Clothing, for
the costs of food and accommodation and the costs of work-related clothing provided to the offender by the
Service.

CCRR, s. t20(3)Allowances for basic matedat needs (responsibility of the facilitator in charge of preparing
and remitting allowances and by office administrator; may be disbursed to Offenders by Corps of
Commissionaires).

CD 345 Fire Safety (2008-10-3t).. Single facilitator has to perform several actions in the CCC. Good
knowledge and enforcement of tPie Canada Labour Code and Fire Safety manual required._ Risk of
non-compliance.

CCC em#!oyee function: Community Parole Officer

I s, (1) been released on parole, statutory release or unescorted temporary
CCRA, t:34, An offender who has
absence shal! comply with any instructions given by a member of the Board or a person designated, by

")  name or by position, by the Chairperson Bf the Beard or the Commissioner, or given by the institutional
head or by the offender's parole supervisor, respecting any conditions of paroJe, statutory release or
unescorted temporary absence in order to prevent a breach of any condition or to protect society.
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(2) In this section, "parole supervisor" means (a) a staff member as defined in subsection 2(!); or (b) a
person entrusted by the Service with the guidance and supervision of an offender on parole, statutory
release or unescorted temporary absence.

- ...that staff members be properly selected and trained, and be given appropriate career devetopmerit
opportunities, good working conditions including a workplace environment that is free of practices that
undermine a person's sense of personal dignity, and opportunities to participate in the development of
correctional policies and programs.

CCRR, as, t 16, ti7 and 118 Death of an inmate/disability

All of the procedures have to be implemented in the CCCs and require a series of actions by various staff
members (procedures for transportation; budal or cremation, death certificate, coroner's report, estate,
personal effects, support for next of kin, compensation for death/disability.

Employee function: CCC Manager

CCRR, s. 4. An institutional head is responsible, under the direction of the Commissioner. for

(a) the care, custody and control of all inmates in the penitentiary;

(b) the management, organization and security of the penitentiary; and

(c) the direction and work environment of staff members.

Employee function: housekeepinq and maintenance

CCRA, s. 70. The Service shall take all reasonable steps to ensure that penitentiafie& the penitentiary
environment, the living and working conditions of inmates and the working conditions of staff members are

.ÿsafe, healthful and free of practices that undermine a person's sense of personal dignity.

CCRR, s. 83.(i ) The Service shall, to ensure a safe and healthful penitentiary environment, ensure thatalt
applicable federal health, safetyl sanitation and fire laws are complied with in each penitentiary and that
every penitentiary is inspected regularly by the persons responsible for ehforcing those laws.

CCRRÿ as, 12I and .122, Compensation for death or disability, The Minister  ....  may pay compensation to (a)
an inmate or a person on day parote...,(b) a dependant in respect of the death of an inmate...in.respect of a
disability or the aggravation of an existing disability that is attributable to the participation of the inmate or
person in an approved program..." any work activity sponsored, approved or permitted by the Service or
any other activity required by the Service, excluding any recreational or social activity.

CD 320 FACILITIES MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT (92-12433)
CD 320 clearly explains the legal requirements surrounding the maintenance of real property, facilities and
equipment in accordance with applicable federal, provincial and municipal regulations and standards. It
must include routine and preventive maintenance, corrective maintenance, major repair andlor replacement
of worn or obsolete systems, thus allowing for a more effective use of resources and the most efficient
possible operation of heating, hot water, lighting and power systems and equipment through rigorous
preventive and routine maintenance, prompt repairs, timely replacement of worn or unserviceable
components and the adoption of energy efficient operating practices.
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The CD also calls for the participation of inmates where appropriate and practical. Training provided to
inmates shall consist of on4he-job training, with a view to fully utilizing the potential of inmate labour,
principally in nomtechnically complex areas of plant operations and facilities maintenance. In a contract
maintenance regime, contractors shall be required to employ inmates where it is practical and cost-effective
to do so.

SUpport resources function (nu[ses, ps¥ch0!0gists, etcÿ)

CCRR, s. 103. No person shall require an inmate to perform work that a qualified medical practitioner has
certified the inmate is not physically fit to perform,

"medical care" means care that is reasonably necessary to diagnose, cure or give relief from a disability
and includes

a) treatment by a qualified medical practitioner or a dentist;

b) in-patient and out-patient care and maintenance in a hospital or clinic;

c) therapeutic and work-related training and rehabilitation services;

d) the provision of drugs, medical and surgical supplies, prosthetic appliances and eyeglasses;

e) rental of equipment for treating a disability; and

O  travel and accommodation expenses that relate tQ paragraphs (a) to (e); (soins medicaux)

CD 800 HEALTH SERVICES (20t !-04-18) requires a number of actions by the case management team.

Psycholo,c!ist, various workers:

CCRR, s. t02.(I)The institutional head shall ensure that a correctional plan for an inmate is developed as
soon as practicable after the reception of the inmate in the penitentiary, and is maintained, with the inmate
to ensure that the inmate .receives the most effective programs at the appropriate time in the inmate's
sentence to prepare the inmate for reintegration into the community, on release, as a law-abiding citizen,

CD ii 5 COMMUNITY SUPERVISION FRAMEWORK (2008-06-30)

58. The Parole Officer and the Parole Officer Supervisor (herein referred to as CMT) will assess the
existence of any staff Safety issues for each offender prior to the first community supervision contact and no
later than ten working days following the offender's release by way of completion of the initial assessment
within the SSA, This includes each offender participating in a temporary absence program. (Does not
jp_rovide forÿÿra.,t'tors who go out into the community, e.g., for urinatysis.'&---C-Sÿ
adcountability?)
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Annex E -Financial ReferenCes

Table I - Expenditures for Fiscal Year 2009-t0

I $5;7:7.5;;425

Table 2 - Current Staffing Model - Ontario Region44
. '.ÿ

Table 3 - Current Staffing Model - Quebec Region4s

8 Total costs for Quebec CCCs are reflective ofthe centralized budget management for CCCs and parole offices.
9 Ibid.

40 Ibid,
4ÿ tbid+
42 lbid+
43 Ibid+

44 Costs for the current models are approximate only, as some CCCs receive addffionat funding for other positions, as there is
no consistent or approvedstaffing model for CCCs.
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Table 4 - Current M0de! .Atlantic, Prairie, and Pacific

Table 5 - Proposed Staffing Model 1

4ÿ Costs for the current models are approximate only, as some CCCs receive additional funding for other positions, as there is
no consistent or approved staffing model for CCCs.

Costs for the current models are approximate only, as some CCCs receive additional funding for other positions, as there is
no consistent or approved staffing model for CCCs.
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Table 6 -              Model 2

55,600 55,600

Case Management Assistant (CR-04)      46,300            46,300

Subtotal                             764,000           837,400

Total                                 916,800            I, 004,880

p  ....  !  .......................................

Total                           1,316,800        1,404,880

Annex F - Work Description
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Reinÿgration Worker

C{tent-service results

The incumbent works under the direct supervision of a Parole Oft'icer Supervisor in a Community
Correctional Centre (CCC).

He/she sees to ÿcurity aspects   -    - sures the smooth operation of the various
systems, ÿhousekeeping and general maintenance of the CCCÿ either directly or through others. An active
participant in the remtegration process, 5e/she contnbutes to the offenders community integration by
guiding and advising them in the community and by taking part in case management followÿup and
disciplinary actions.

tn the performance of histher duties, the incumbent works in a community correctional setting days and
evenings during the week and on weekends_

Key activities

Provides functiÿÿ:ÿL_advice to CCC security Officers (contracted agency), including proper
keeping of staff log (arrivals, departures and movements)ÿ aswell as offender counts and tog (arrivals and
departures), while overseeing, among other things, the application of directives on security rounds, counts
and searches, and ensuring, the;y master .the ÿecudty sys[ems in use at the CCCÿ

Pedodfcally checks and dearly notes the status of each CCC secudty and incident prevention system, e.g.,
heat and smoke detectors, fire extinguishers, emergency lights, staff emergency alarms, magnetic door
locks, video surveillance system and first-aid kit, and ensures that access points are unobstructed. He/sÿhe
sees to it that the necessary corrective action is taken so that all systems operate smoothly.

Coordinates and applies with his!her superyisor the annual search plan at the CCC and any other searches
as circumstances require, and produces reports in accordance wiÿrd procedures.

Im_ÿernents the urinalysis program by having staff collect the required samples and overseeing follow-up,
coordinating t-he entire sample collection process at the CCC, assisting with monitonng of compliance with
mandatory collection schedules, and, if necessary, entedng the results of analyses in OMS.

Sees to the tidiness of the premises by conducting pedod[¢ rou_£.d&and reporting back to his/her supervisor.
in addition, the Incumbent-ha% to coordinate and .supervise houseÿÿr-ÿff the offenders sleeping
quarters and common areas, as wetl as housekeeping of the CCC-administrative sector and outs{de
grounds, all of which is performed by offenders or outside services. Helshe also coordinates, as' required,
renovation work that is carried out. He/she ensures the smooth operation of the CCC's various systems and
takes the necessary steps to remedy any deficiencies, either directly or through outside services.

Ensures that t    ÿ    f      -  hose release or supervision has been suspended are
secured as quickly as possible; with the help of another person, c--S[t'ects these betorÿgings, enters the
information on the requisite forms and stores the belongings securely. Ensures that the personal belongings
are forwarded to the offenders/persons identified in the community, in accordance with procedures in effect,
and records all the relevant information. The incumbent is therefore responsible for the secure storage of
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offenders' personal belongings in a room at the CCC and monitors distribution of the belongings and  ....
applies the mandatory standards.

Checks the inventory .of beddinÿz.housekeeping products and all items used by offenders; purchases items
that are needed.

entory., safekeeping, distribution and recording system for staft and offenders.

.ÿÿ.ÿitE.jÿ.processing of allowances for offenders and colleGfion of pensions to be remitted to CSC,

Welcomes visitors by readying the premises, showing visitors around and planning other serJices as
rÿqoir -,

Organizes and takes part in information sessions on the CCC, not only inside the facility, but also at CSC
and in the community.

Identifies .and solicits local community resources so that offenders can take part in activities to facilitate their
community reintegration and/or service to the community; the incumbent organizes and takes part in these
activities with the offenders or escorts them.

Reviews the information in offenders' files and participates in the initial interviews of offenders at admission
to inform them about the CCC's rule_.s and activities and. provide them with helpful information.

Explains .policies, procedures and guidelines to offenders.

Escorts offenders as required, to various appointments in the community or institution, and during transfer:
between CCCs,

es direct counselling to offenders, either individually or in groups, to help them solve various
problems, ctadfy issues for them anti-'provide information, The incumbent also ensures that corrective
action is taken or privileges granted are applied.

Motivates and encourages offenders to develop psychosocia! skills in their community setting,

Provides offenders with support services and direct assistance so they can take care of the basics of life
_ÿ_ search, training, social relÿndior activities of daily living); he/she also strives to create the

est. possible environme-ÿ fo-r-them and supports them so they can access the community services they
need.

Works closely with the POs to assess and manage the risk posed by offenders living at the CCC,

Takes part in :periodic CCC staff committees and meetings and case conferences in order to share
information and advice concerning offender management, and in order to provide information on his/her
duties at the CCC.

Takes part in scheduled training sessiensÿ

As required, assists teams at other CCCs and CSC offices and provides training in his/her area of
expertise.
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The incumbent may act as occupational health and safety representative at CCCs comprising fewer than 20
CSC staff. He/she does so by conducting regular insPections, reporting on the situation to his/her
supervisor and proposing the necessary corrective measures. Hetshe also acts as coordinator of the
Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System (WHMIS) at the CCC,

Keeps offender records up to date, writes up information and reports or enters data into hardcopy and
electronicfiles (i.e. Offender Management System).

The incumbent is a Peace Officer.

- ÷
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Annex G - Communications Plan

Please find below the Communications Strategy developed in collaboration With the Strategic
Communications Division and proposed by the Working Group.

ISSUE
Community Operations at NHQ, in collaboration with Ontario and Quebec Regions, has recently undertaken
a full review of Community Correctional Centres (CCCs) across the country. It is anticipated that this review
wi!l result, in a new vision and direction for CCCs that will enhance consistencY, establish clear objectives,
formalize their role within the community accommodations continuum, and enhance, public safety results
across Canada.

BACKGROUND
=  At the November 2010 Commissioner's Management Team meeting, the Commissioner requested that

the Regiorÿal Deputy Commissioner (RDC) Quebec, in conjunction with RDC Ontado, conduct a
comprehensive analysis of CCCs to specifically address the issue of security personnel, While Ontario
and Quebec are the two regions, most involved in the review, the District Directors across the country
have also been consulted throughout the review process.

To ensure a coordinated approach that reflects the needs and unique characteristics of CCCs in all
Regions, the Community Reintegration Branch worked closely with the Quebec and Ontario Regions to
conduct the CCC Review, in addition to consulting with District Directors, As a result, the review details
a series of recommendations that extend beyond CCC security considerations.

,ÿ  Collaboration is also taking place with the Offices of Primary interest (OPIs) for the Community
Residential Facility Review, to realize a comprehensive strategy that encompasses the diverse
accommodation needs of offenders in the community.

The dual definition of CCCs as both .a minimum-security institution and a community-based residential
facility has resulted in longstanding operational challenges for the organization, including a lack of clarity
regarding the role of CCCs, their target population., and the human, and financial resources requiÿd to
support their effective operation.

There is a high demand for beds for offenders with residency requirements. Community Residential
Facilities (CRFs), which are operated by CSC partners, may accept offenders with residency conditions
at their discretion, ff a CRF is unable or unwilling to offer an offender residency, it is the responsibility of
CSC to provide the offender with accommodation at a CSC-operated CCC:

COMMUNICATIONS OBJECTIVES
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=  To provide staff members and partners with information about the CCC review

,J  To identify meaningful opportunities for .staff members and partners to provide feedback on the
proposed new vision and direction for COCs,

,,  To highlight CSC's ongoing ÿommitment to onhancing safety and sÿaurity in communities across
Canada.

PUBLIC ENVIRONMENT
CCCs garnered some public media coverage resulting in about 45 news artjctes and a number of mentions
on radio and television since 2009.

The majority of media coverage mentioning CCCs was about Parole Board of Canada decisions to approve
conditional release. Public safety alerts from city police advising ,.of the conditional release of a federal
offender to a CCC also garnered media attention.

Many oÿher articles, especJa!ly from the Kingston Whig.Standard, reported on incidents involving affenders
who lived at a CCC and reoffended while on conditional release or tong-term offender order, or offenders
who went unlawfully at iarge,

STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS
,  tt is anticipated that the CCC Review will result in a new vision and direction for CCCs across Canada

as outlined beiow:

o A new Rote Statement that accurately describes CCCsÿ contributions, to public safety and
identifies the typical offender profiles that CCCs accommodate,

o New Guiding Principles to:

t. Enhance capacity to effectively address the static and dynamic needs of CCC resi.dents,
while simultaneously enhancing the social reintegration function of CCCs.

2. Continue to provide adaptable and flexible accommodation capacity.
3, Enhance the availability of correctional programs and other reintegration interventions

provided to offenders in CCCs.
4. Increase communication and collaboration with internal and external partners in the

correctional continuum.
5. Increase opportunities for citizen engagement - in the form of volunteers, Citizen

Advisory. Committees, NGOs, non4raditionat partners and the community at large.
& Continue to provide a work environment with a high level of employee retention, ensuring

consistency and continuity in service, provision.

o  A new Staffing. Model that strengthens., resources for both staff and commissionaires and
ensures that the safety and security of staff, offenders and the public are maintained, "

O The following series of recommendations to ensure the effective and consistent operation of
CCCs:
1. Amend Policy documents to cladfy the classification and. role of CCCs.
2. Enhance security to increase the overall safety of staff, offenders, and the public,
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3. Enhance shared services to ensure consistent and effective building maintenance, health
services provisions, upkeepÿ etc, for CCCs,

4. Increase integration to ensure the effective representation of CCCs' needs throughouÿ the
planning and decision-making process.

5, Enhance capacity to respond to regional distinctions and siteÿspecific needs to ensure the
accurate distribution of.funds ÿnd the effective provision of ÿpecialized ÿetvtceÿ where needÿ
exist.

6. Increase collaboration and enhance community partnerships to fill accommodation gaps and
identify offenders who can be safely managed in a non-CCC environment:

7. Ensure that alternate options for higher*dsldneed women be considered within the broader
Community Accommodations Strategy.

8. Increase community accommodation capacity to prepare for an increasing offender
poputatlon.

,,  The. vast majority of media coverage has not shed a positive light on CCCs, The review may serve as
an opportunity to inform Canadians about the positive changes being made to community corrections.

TARGETAUDIENCES
=  CSC Staff
=  Offenders
=  Unions

o  USGE and UCCO-SACC43SN
a  Partners

o  CRF operators i.e. John Howard, E. Fry, SLSC, UAssociatien des services de rÿhabilitation
soCtale du Quebec (ASRSQ), National Associations Active in Criminal Justice (NAACJ)

o  Stakeholders
o  Citizen Advisory Committees (CACs)

KEY MESSAGES
=  The Correctional Service of Canada (CSC) conducted a thorough review of its Community

Correctional Centres (CCCs) to ensure an effective and consistent approach to community
corrections.

,, " The new direction for CCCs wi[f provide a consistent approach to staffing and reintegration across
all regions,

,,  Collaboration between CSC employees, partners, stakeholders, and unions is essential to
effectively develop and implement the new vision .and direction for CCCs.

,J  CCCs assist in the transition of higher-risk, higher-needs offenders who are unable to secure other
appropriate accommodations to facilitate their successful release into the community.

®  CCCs are a critical component of the safe reintegration of offenders and it is anticipated that the
results of this review could enhance safety and security for staff and offenders in the community,
improve collaboration amongst CCCs and CRFs, and increase public confidence Jn CSCÿ

COMMUNICATIONS ACTIVITIES
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I Date       i Activity/Product Description                          'ÿI Lead !
......

July / Augu Engagement                                          Community
2011        Unions and Districts                                     Operations (CO)

TBD        Community outreacÿ                                   District Directors

TBD

TBD

Message
stakeholders/
pÿrtners
Commissioner

fro

To engage both UCCO-SACC-CSN, USGÿ
and Districts in discussions surrounding 'heI
steps and effective implementation strategies{

Community  engagement will  be  at tl"
discretion of the District Directors, as it may
beneficia{ in some areas but not in others.

To advise external groups of completion of tt
review and next steps.

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

(Gen-Comm)
Commissioner
message to staff

lnfonet page

lnternet page (TBD)

FAQs for staff

Qs&As  and  Med
'Lines

Offender fact sheet

TBD

To recognize staff participation in the revie
and inform them of next steps. Messaÿ
content will be similar to stakeholderslpartner:

Create a CCC Review lnfonet page wi{ SC with .content ar
detailed,  staff  oriented,  and  up-to-da' support from CO
information.

Create a CCC Review Intemet page where tl-{ SC with content ar
public would be able to access up-to-daÿ
informationÿ

To develop a comprehensive .document thÿ
explains  some  of  the  more  detailÿ
information.

To provide CSC spokespersons with effectN
messaging.

To provide basic messaging on impacts of t!"
CCC review on the offender population.

support from CO

SC with content ar
support from CO

SC with content ar
support from CO

SC with content ar
support from CO

Strategic
Communications (S(
with  content  ar
support from CO

SC with content ar
support from CO

BUDGET
Source of funding for the communications activities and products wil! be covered by COP.

EVALUATION
Feedback received from staff members, partners and Canadians,
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